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Abstract

The aim of this thesis is to examine the rhythmicity and temporal variations of online health information behaviour. Time and temporal aspects have previously been neglected in information science, as well as in research on health information behaviour. Yet, these aspects are of great significance, as health is a dynamic process bound by rhythmicity and temporal structures. The health related issues and threats, or knowledge gaps, that individuals face, might rise, change and intensify at any time of the day, week, month or year, and have been suggested to trigger health information behaviour.

Health information behaviour is defined as how people seek, obtain, evaluate, categorise and use health-related information in relation to their health. This behaviour is rather extensive, and today individuals are able to make sense of their situation and engage in health information behaviour online, anywhere and at any time. People frequently try to find out about and treat symptoms, diagnose themselves, or manage illness before or even without the involvement of health professionals. This means that much of this behaviour fall outside the scope of traditional healthcare systems, and leaves a substantial amount of relevant data about different health behaviours unexplored. Today however, a majority of this health information behaviour happens online, leaving vast amounts of digital traces behind. Aggregating and analysing these digital traces to study online health behaviours has been dubbed infodemiology, and is rooted in the idea that there is a relationship between population health on one hand, and information and communication patterns on the internet, on the other.

This thesis aims to answer if the infodemiology approach and metrics can be utilised to study rhythmicity and temporal aspects of online health information behaviour in relation to different health issues. Answering these questions not only allows us to gain insights into a new contextual aspect of health information behaviour, it also allows us to understand the multidimensional relationship between time and health. Individuals and their health status are different at different times, and health related behaviours follow these rhythmical and cyclical patterns and variations, which can have practical implications for many disciplines. This is especially relevant in an era where individuals are expected to take greater responsibility for their health with the help of an abundance of digital means. Turning the focus to time and studying when health information behaviour happens can have far-reaching consequences.
Abstrakt

Syftet med denna avhandling är att undersöka rytmiska och temporala variationer av hälsoinformationsbeteende på nätet. Tid och temporala aspekter har i tidigare forskning inom såväl hälsoinformationsbeteende som informationsvetenskap försummat. Ändå är dessa aspekter betydande, speciellt för hälsoinformationsbeteendet eftersom hälsa i sig är en dynamisk process, bunden av rytmiska och temporära strukturer. Det betyder att de hälsorelaterade utmaningar som individer möter och som har föreslagits leda till hälsoinformationsbeteende, kan uppenbara sig, förändras eller intensifieras när som helst, under dygnet, veckan, månaden eller året.


Målet med denna avhandling är att svara på om infodemiologi som angreppssätt och infodemiologisk data kan användas för att studera rytmicitet och temporala aspekter av hälsoinformationsbeteende på nätet. Att svara på dessa frågor tillåter oss inte enbart att få insikter i en ny kontextuell aspekt av hälsoinformationsbeteende, utan även i det flerdimensionella förhållandet mellan hälsa och tid och. Individernas hälsa varierar vid olika tidpunkter, och hälsorelaterade beteenden följer dessa rytmiska och cykliska mönster och variationer, vilket kan ha praktiska konsekvenser för flera olika discipliner. Detta är särskilt relevant i en tid där individerna förväntas ta ett större ansvar för sin egen hälsa med hjälp av ett större utbud av digitala tjänster och medel. Att fokusera på tid och studera när man ägnar sig åt hälsoinformationsbeteende kan därför få långtgående konsekvenser.
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I. Introduction

Every disease occurs at all seasons of the year but some of them more frequently occur and are of greater severity at certain times. –Hippocrates (Aphorisms, III/19, Lloyd, 1983, p. 215)

Health, well-being and illness are all dynamic processes that change over time. This places individuals on a continuous and cyclical spectrum ranging from health, well-being and optimal function on one end to illness and death, at the other (Eriksson, 1993, pp. 54-56, 76-77; Henly et al., 2011; Svalastog et al., 2017). This cyclical nature of health is also affected by nature itself, as time and the temporal structures and rhythms of days, weeks, months, and seasons affect nature and all living things, from single cells to human beings. Night follows day, tides ebb and flow and seasons change. Nature’s rhythmicity and the temporal variations and patterns that relate to it govern most human behaviours from sleeping, breathing, eating and thinking to issues of health and illness (Adam, 1990, p. 72; Mogilner et al., 2018; Reinberg et al., 2017; Roenneberg, 2012, pp. 1-2).

Health information behaviour, or how people seek, obtain, evaluate, categorise and use health-related information in relation to their health and health threats, is closely associated with the discontinuous and cyclical nature of health and illness (Ek, 2013). Within the health and illness continuum, the health issues and threats that individuals face have been suggested to trigger health information behaviour, which is essential in regards to coping with illness and maintaining proper health and health behaviours (Ek, 2013; Lambert and Loiselle, 2007). These issues and threats that individuals face, and that individuals either face or avoid (Wilson, 2000), might rise and change at any time during the day, week, month or year.

Modern healthcare is reliant on the individual in management and self-care of health and illness related issues. This self-care encompasses how individuals are encouraged to manage parts of their health, including monitoring symptoms and conditions as well as managing treatments (Erikainen et al., 2019; Pettrakaki et al., 2018). More and more people also take bigger responsibility in maintaining their health by different health related behaviours, and laypersons become experts of their own health projects, keen to find out more about their health, share their experiences and expertise. This empowerment is highly associated with the
responsibility and accountability of individuals in relation to their health in order to reduce unnecessary health expenses (Petrakaki et al., 2018).

This behaviour is rather extensive, as already mentioned, and a majority of people even try to treat or diagnose themselves before seeking medical advice from professionals or without being directly managed by others such as doctors or nurses (Erikainen et al., 2019; McGowan, 2002; Oliphant, 2010, p. 1; Petrakaki et al., 2018; Siepmann, 2008, p. 68). Research also suggests that people prefer to interact and ask questions online, since members of online communities might be more knowledgeable about the condition, or dealt with or survived a similar experience (Brady et al., 2016; Gustafson et al., 1999; Halder, Poddar and Kan, 2017; Naslund et al., 2016; Walther and Boyd, 2002, p. 153). This consists of everything from finding out about and treating symptoms to peer-support in managing illness, producing a complex information context of digital traces, rich with temporal data. Especially for people living with mental health issues, like depression, the Internet provides a unique platform for health information behaviour. Mental health issues are often associated with stigma and barriers to care, why individuals suffering from mental health issues have been shown to be more likely to seek information about their problems online, making online health information behaviour in relation to mental health issues rather extensive (Ayers et al., 2013; Ayers et al., 2014a; Chan et al., 2016; Gustafson et al., 1999; Hasler, 2013, pp. 612-613; Hausner et al., 2008; Oliphant, 2010, p. 2; Powell and Clarke, 2006). Studying, analysing and explaining temporal variations for various health behaviours and illness responses both at an individual and population level are at the core of medical, public health, nursing and social science research (Henly et al., 2011). Yet, knowledge about many of these health related issues and threats often fall outside the scope of traditional healthcare systems, as between seventy to ninety per cent of all health related problems and issues are solved or managed without the involvement of healthcare professionals (Fox and Ward, 2006; McGowan, 2002; Oliphant, 2010, p. 2; Siepmann, 2008). This leaves a substantial amount of relevant data about different health behaviours unexplored and unknown, as these kind of preclinical health behaviours, events and aspects, including health information behaviour, are not documented within the scope of professional healthcare, in patient records or other registers. Many of these behaviours also fall outside the scope of traditional epidemiological data collection methods, such as annual surveys, polls or focus groups (Eysenbach, 2009). This leaves, because of methodological reasons, much of the temporal variations and rhythms,
apart from some annual or seasonal ones, outside the scope of data collection and therefore only provides snapshots of different health behaviours and their rhythmicity (Anker et al., 2011; Ayers et al., 2014). Yet, these health behaviours relate to all aspects of everyday life, from work and social relations to lifestyle choices and education (Svalastog et al., 2017). Moreover, health status varies and changes across an individual’s lifespan and is influenced by a number of factors. These include lifestyle choices, structural factors like access to healthcare, as well as natural and contextual factors, like time, temporal structures and rhythms as well as changes that relate to these.

Today, a majority of this health information behaviour happens online, and internet use as a source for information related to health or illness in Finland is, and has, for quite some time already been ubiquitous (Ek, Eriksson-Backa and Niemelä, 2013; Tilastokeskus, 2018). Because of the digital developments during the last decades, online health information is now accessible anywhere and at any time. Laptops, tablets and smartphones allow people to act on health related information needs whenever and wherever the needs arise (Ren et al., 2019). This behaviour leaves vast amounts of digital traces behind, especially in search engines, social media and on websites (Hausner et al., 2008; Kim and Oh, 2011; Lee et al., 2016). This justifies the study of different aspects of online health information behaviour, including rhythmicity and temporal aspects.

Studying and systematically analysing this rising amount of health related digital traces, or web data, from a temporal perspective can reveal evidence of behavioural rhythmicity, and provide insights to temporal patterns, trends and variations of online health information behaviour (Ayers et al., 2014; Eysenbach 2011). This type of research or approach has been dubbed infodemiology, or information epidemiology, a novel multidisciplinary approach defined as the science of distribution and determinants of information in an electronic medium, specifically the Internet, or in a population with the ultimate aim to inform public health and public policy (Eysenbach 2011, p. 155). Infodemiology is rooted in the idea that there is a relationship between population health on one hand, and information and communication patterns on the internet, on the other (Eysenbach, 2009).

Within information science in general, the aspect of rhythmicity or the context of time has not received much attention, in theory building or practice, as focus has favoured and emphasised questions like why, where and how (Adam, 1990, pp. 10-13; McKenzie and Davies, 2002; Solomon, 1997). Overall, research on rhythmicity, or the temporal aspects of
information behaviour, are scarce, even if several information behaviour researchers have highlighted the importance of studying the aspect of time (Dervin, 1992, p. 66-71; McKenzie and Davies, 2002; Savolainen, 2006a; Savolainen, 2018; Solomon, 1997). Turning the focus towards time and the question of when can provide evidence for both rhythmicity of health information behaviour as well as the relationship between time and health. This kind of research can both complement epidemiological data, as well as provide new insights for preclinical health related behaviours and their rhythmicity. This in turn can help in painting a more holistic picture of health, well-being the temporal aspect of behaviours related to these. Studying these rhythms and temporal variations has previously been difficult, and knowledge about them can therefore provide new insights into health and health information behaviour.

1.1. Purpose and aim

Time and temporal aspects have previously been neglected in information science, as well as in health information behaviour research. Yet, these aspects are of great significance, as health is a dynamic process bound by rhythmicity and temporal structures. The aim of this thesis is therefore to examine the rhythmicity and temporal variations of online health information behaviour. This is done both in relation to health issues in general, as well as specifically for depression, a significant health issue in Finland and globally. The objective is to find out if rhythmicity and temporal variations can be observed on different time-scales, from daily (circadian) and weekly (circaseptan) to monthly (circalunar) and seasonal (circannual). Circadian rhythms are rhythms of observed activity with a period length close to 24 hours, associated with the rotation of the earth around its axis. Circaseptan rhythms describe the cyclic seven-day phenomena, whereas circalunar or circa-monthly rhythms are associated by the complete lunar orbit around earth every thirty days. Circannual, or seasonal rhythms, again, are entrained by seasonal and annual changes caused by the rotation of earth around its sun (Dunlap et al., 2004, p. 107; Reinberg et al., 2017). The fundamental idea of rhythmicity merely conveys regular predictable occurrence of an event, and all non-random events are, by definition, rhythmic phenomena (Dunlap et al., 2004, p. 15). In this thesis, the rhythmic nature of health information behaviour is studied by analysing web data from search engines and social media. Finland, with its northern location and intense variations in both seasonal temperature and daylight makes an interesting subject to study health related phenomena from a
temporal aspect, as variations in external conditions are particularly noticeable (Basnet et al., 2016; Dunlap et al., 2004, p. 107). The purpose is therefore to turn attention to the aspect of time, and study the temporal nature and rhythmicity, or whens’ of health information behaviour. More specifically, the thesis aims to answer if the infodemiology approach and metrics can be utilised to study rhythmicity of health information behaviour in relation to different health issues, from more general to more specific. This overreaching aim is answered by four more specific research questions:

1. What are the strengths and weaknesses of utilising the infodemiology approach to study the context of time in online health information behaviour? (Study IV)
2. Does online health information behaviour in general follow rhythmicity? (Study IV and V)
3. Does online health information seeking for depression related health information show annual, seasonal, weekly or daily rhythmicity? (Study I and II)
4. Does depression related online health information behaviour within a large discussion forum show temporal variations on different time-scales? (Study III)

Answering these questions not only allows us to gain insights into a new contextual aspect of health information behaviour, it also allows us to understand the multidimensional relationship between time and health. Individuals and their health status are different at different times, and health related behaviours follow these rhythmical and cyclical patterns and variations. Moreover, through its rhythmicity, life becomes predictable, as events and interactions occur and reoccur on foreseeable times. Focus on time can thus allow us to see the invisible (Adam, 1990, pp. 74-75; Roy et al., 2004).

1.2. Thesis structure

The thesis is structured in the following way. Chapter 1 – Introduction introduces the reader to the thesis subject and research area. It then presents the aims and objectives as well as the research questions of the thesis. Chapter 2 and 3 provides the reader with the necessary background as well as theoretical foundations needed to understand what is studied and why. Chapter 4 introduces Infodemiology, its aims, approaches, method and metrics, as well as the limitations of the approach. Methods and data-
analysis of the different studies included in this thesis are described in chapter 5. Chapter 6 presents the results of studies I-IV in detail. The results, implications, limitations and further directions are discussed in chapter 7. A concluding chapter (8) then follows the discussion.
2. Background

The following literature review is structured to give the reader a relevant background to the thesis topic by first providing a short review of health. This is followed by a chapter on time, rhythmicity and health, information behaviour and online health information behaviour. The aim of this chapter is also to help spot the gap or neglected aspect of a topic, or identify approaches on a topic that are deficient, in this case in online health information behaviour and its rhythmicity and temporal variations. Identifying a research gap as well as relevant previous and recent literature and research on temporal aspects of online health information behaviour, as well as infodemiology, has been done thoroughly by utilising several different databases, such as EBSCO, ScienceDirect and PubMed. Keyword such as information behavio(u)r, health information behavio(u)r, infodemiology, time, temporality, temporal aspects and chronobiology have been used in different combinations. Searches have also been complemented with queries utilising the same keywords in Google Scholar. Moreover, the research gap within time and online health information behaviour has been identified with the help of previous research.

2.1. Health

Health is the fundamental and desirable relative condition from which individuals can deviate and to which they can return (Emson, 1987; Svalastog et al., 2017). Amzat and Razum (2014, pp. 21-23) state, that the concept of health has been subject to various conceptualisations and interpretations, and that disagreements about the meaning and definition are common because of the many different components, from political and medical to social and economic, that it entails. The World Health Organization (WHO) defines health as a state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity. (Emson, 1987). As popular and as central to the debate on the meaning of health as this definition is, it has received some criticism for being too vague, inflexible, unrealistic, of limited practical use and even composed of undefinable terms (Amzat and Razum, 2014, pp. 22-23; Emson, 1987). Moreover, as Amzat and Razum (2014, p. 23) point out, the inclusion of the word “complete” in the definition makes health both unachievable and unrealistic for any individual for a reasonable period of time. The reason for this is that it is
difficult or even impossible to gain complete contentment in physical, mental, and social well-being. Also Card (2017) sees the definition as problematic, as health is interpreted as dichotomous, making individuals either healthy or unhealthy. Instead of this dichotomy, health is situated on a continuum in time between more healthy and less healthy.

However, more recent concepts and definitions of health recognise health as more than the absence of disease, with an enhanced emphasis on the capacity and adaptability of the individual (Svalastog et al., 2017). The ability and capacity of the individual to adapt and self-manage in the face of social, physical, and emotional challenges is in today’s digital society an important factor (Erikainen et al., 2019; Huber et al., 2011; Petrakaki et al., 2018). As Amzat and Razum (2014, pp. 24-25) point out, the adaptive capacity that this definition introduces makes the definition not only more realistic, but also takes into account the shift in health challenges in the twenty first century, with an increasing burden of chronic diseases. From a self-care and self-management perspective, it also emphasises the enhanced empowerment, responsibility, and possibilities, of the individual in the digital era (Erikainen et al., 2019; Petrakaki et al., 2018).

There is also a distinction between perspectives on health and illness, and disease and absence of disease, as defined by the theory of salutogenesis and pathogenesis (Svalastog et al., 2017). Salutogenesis studies what creates health and what factors support health, as opposed to the conventional, or biomedical approach of pathogenesis that studies the factors that cause disease (Svalastog et al., 2017). Health and illness are dynamic processes and each person is located on a graduated scale or continuous spectrum ranging from wellness and optimal functioning in every aspect of one’s life, at one end, to illness culminating in death, at the other (Antonovsky, 1996; Svalastog et al., 2017). The salutogenesis model views individuals at a given point in time, on a continuum, and is, according to Antonovsky (1996), a more powerful and more accurate conception of reality. On the other end of the health spectrum lies illness, which presence is often communicated by complaint (Jennings, 1986). The health and illness as well as the disease and absence of disease spectrum differ from each other, as the health and illness spectrum of experiences is continuous.

The previous focus on absence of disease describes the focus and emphasis on biomedicine, as most early definitions of health have tended to focus on physiological and biological dysfunction and negative aspects that need to be overcome to return to normal functioning (Johnson and Case, 2012, pp. 6-7). A part from this, investigation of health and illness lies
outside the domain of biomedicine, because its study ultimately depends directly on phenomenological analysis of experienced, or conscious, suffering through subjective, individual self-reports and behaviours (Amzat and Razum, 2014, p. 24; Jennings, 1986). As an example of this difference, an individual can have a serious disease without being ill, as in the case of silent hypertension or a brain aneurysm. Of this follows, that an individual can also be seriously ill without having a disease. Thus, health and well-being are, as Blaxter (2010, pp. 19-20) and Card (2017) state, highly relative and subjective, conceptual concepts, as individuals assess, judge and define whether they are healthy or not differently. According to Blaxter (1990, p. 40), the most usual way of measuring self-perceived illness, as distinct from the presence or absence of disease, is by means of symptoms lists. Therefore, as Jennings (1986) argues, pain, suffering and distress are dimensions of illness, not of disease, and the absence of symptoms means health (Amzat and Razum, 2014, p. 25). This has also traditionally led to a distinction between physicians and patients, where physicians are more interested in the underlying disease, while patients are more concerned with their illness or suffering (Jennings, 1986). However, biomedicine enables us to empirically separate illnesses into two mutually exclusive categories: those arising from disease or injury, or medical illnesses, and those arising from other personal difficulties in living, or nonmedical/existential illnesses. The separation of these is in practice executed by pathological diagnosis of any underlying disease (Jennings, 1986). Illness is in close relation to consciousness, as both kinds of illnesses, both medical and nonmedical, vanish or can be modified if consciousness vanishes or is modified, for instance with medication or therapy (Jennings, 1986).

Health and illness are aspects that relate to all other aspects of everyday life, from work and social relations to lifestyle choices and education (Svalastog et al., 2017). In a more practical way, the enactment of health becomes concrete when considering what people do to maintain their health (Amzat and Razum, 2014, p. 25). The focus should however not only lie on the individual, but also on groups, communities, and the interaction between individuals, as advocated by a public health approach (Eysenbach, 2011; Svalastog et al., 2017). The different health concepts, particularly concepts we use to explain, treat, heal or cope with illness and disease, Svalastog et al. (2017) argue, are words we also use as search tools.

The experience of health and illness is dynamic and changing, and is best described as a movement between the two ends of the spectrum (Henly et al., 2011; Jennings, 1986). From this follows that health varies across an
individual’s lifespan, and the experiences of illness or disease have been described as interruptions, intrusions or gaps in the normal flow of life (Charmaz, 1991, p. 13; Rier, 2010). Aspects of health and illness are influenced by a number of factors, including lifestyle, structural factors as access to healthcare, and contextual factors, like time or the natural rhythms and temporal structures, such as the shift between night and day, or the changing of seasons (Dunlap et al., 2004, p. 325-326; Reinberg et al., 2017; Roenneberg, 2012, pp.1-3; Svalastog et al., 2017).

2.1.1. Depression

One specific health related issue, which is characterised by the above-mentioned dynamic changes, recurrent symptoms and variations in illness severity in relation to time, is depression. Depression is defined by the World Health Organisation (Marcus et al., 2012, p. 6) as follows:

*Depression is a common mental disorder, characterized by sadness, loss of interest or pleasure, feelings of guilt or low self-worth, disturbed sleep or appetite, feelings of tiredness and poor concentration. Moreover, depression often comes with symptoms of anxiety. These problems can become chronic or recurrent and lead to substantial impairments in an individual’s ability to take care of his or her everyday responsibilities.*

Depression is the leading cause of disability worldwide, and a considerable health issue in Finland as well, where at least five per cent of the adult population is estimated to suffer from depression every year (Patana, 2014). Depression is both a symptom and an illness with a broad spectrum from chronic to episodic depression. There is an amass of research showing that rhythmicity and temporal aspects influence individuals’ tendency to suffer from not only depression, but psychological health issues in general (Antypa et al., 2016). Depression is also characterised by cyclic occurrence, and if long lasting and severe enough, it can turn into a serious health condition (Maes et al., 1993; WHO, 2018). There is also a significant risk of suicide associated with depression, as more than half of all suicide victims have suffered from depression (Brådvik, 2002; Isometsä, 2014). Even if depression can be treated effectively, only less than half of those suffering from depression receive treatment. Reasons for this is both the stigma and the reluctance to seek treatment in fear of becoming labelled as a mental patient (Aromaa et al., 2011). This complexity and stigma is also suggested to be the reason why a considerable percentage of people either interested in or suffering from depression, and mental health in general, are more likely to seek and share
answers to information needs online (Ayers et al., 2014; Chan et al., 2016; Gustafson et al., 1999; Hausner et al., 2008; Powell and Clarke, 2006).

2.2. Health from the perspective of time and rhythmicity

Time and rhythmicity are important concepts in health, as there is a multidimensional relationship between time and health (Roy et al., 2004). However, shifting the focus from static to dynamic theorising about health and illness is challenging because time and temporal concepts in information science as well as nursing science are novel (Henly et al., 2011). Time itself is a fascinating concept that has been described as a paradoxical riddle, difficult to define (Dunlap et al., 2004, p. 3-14). The definitions of time in the Oxford (2008) dictionary are descriptive of the complex nature of time. Of all seven definitions with their sub senses, three fall into the category of temporal aspects and rhythmicity: (1) the indefinite continued progress of existence and events in the past present and future, regarded as a whole, (2) a point in time as measured in hours and minutes past midnight or noon or a period characterized by particular events or circumstances, and (3) an instance of something happening or being done. Merriam-Webster’s dictionary also provides similar definitions, as it defines time partly as: (1) the measured or measurable period during which an action, process, or condition exists or continues; (2) the grouping of the beats of music and (3) a moment, hour, day, or year as indicated by a clock or a calendar (Merriam-Webster, 2019). Human awareness of time, or the daily, monthly, and seasonal cycles and rhythms date back to prehistoric civilisations. Rhythmic cycles of different human behaviour, as well as human awareness of these rhythms and cycles, have for long existed in human culture, as marked by astrological and calendrical tables, stone henges and pyramids, as well as documented medical texts. Early human cultures, from the Egyptians to the Greeks, were intrigued by how different symptoms and illnesses displayed daily and seasonal variations, and how health was a cyclic and rhythmic phenomenon (Dunlap et al., 2004, pp. 3-14). For instance, Hippocrates argued that seasons had a profound effect on the mind and body, resulting in different types of predominant diseases during the winter and summer (Lloyd, 1983). Ever since, the importance of biological timing, clocks and rhythms have been recognised in human health and wellbeing, and since the mid-20th century, these rhythms are key characters in the field of chronobiology (Adam, 1990, p. 72; Dunlap et al., 2004, pp. 11-14; Roenneberg, 2012, p. 5).

The biology of all life forms is organised by temporal structures, which are defined by endogenous rhythms of several period domains,
corresponding to various environmental cycles. The source for nature's rhythmicity can be found in the movement of earth and its moon in relation to the sun. The sun, with its radiant energy, thus influences the cyclical nature of life, and governs all living beings, which regulate their cycles of activity and sleep in reference to it (Adam, 1990, p. 72; Dunlap et al, 2004, p. 325-326; Roenneberg, 2012, p. 2). Therefore, rhythmicity can be seen as a universal phenomenon, and has traditionally been categorised into circadian rhythms, circa-monthly and seasonal or circannual ones. The circadian rhythms are associated with the 24h light cycle associated with the rotation of the earth around its axis. The circa-monthly rhythm is associated with the rotation of the moon around the earth every 30 (29.53) days. The seasonal rhythm again, is entrained by the seasonal and annual changes in the daily photoperiod caused by rotation of the earth around its sun (Dunlap et al., 2004, pp. 107-110; Reinberg et al., 2017). Moreover, a fourth cyclical time structure or rhythmicity, with a less clear origin and biological value, is the seven day, or circaseptan, phenomenon. Researchers have questioned if this circaseptan rhythm is representative of a genetic attribute common to all living species and persistent in constant environmental conditions or, if it instead is socially constructed (Ayers et al., 2014; Reinberg et al., 2017). However, as Reinberg et al. (2017) point out, a wide variety of these circaseptan rhythms are reported in human beings residing in the usual environment of today, and biological oscillations have been demonstrated in various different physiological functions (for a thorough review of these, see Reinberg et al., 2017). Therefore, the human 7-day rhythms seems to be, at least to some extent, endogenous in origin, and can therefore affect behaviours as well as health and wellbeing. Therefore, all these temporal structures are important to study.

These time structures are relevant for all living things on Earth, even if the natural clues play a much less important role for modern citizens than in the lifestyle of previous rural cultures or of earlier civilisations. In the past, humans must have responded to these cycles when it came to hunting, to seeking safety during hours of darkness, and to choosing times for irrigating land and planting food. Today, a majority of humans live in a highly managed, round-the-clock environment, driven by the clock more than by any other factor. This 24-hour demand affects many human behaviours, and expectations of services is present around the clock (Dunlap et al., 2004, p. 291; Roenneberg, 2012, p. ). Factors like work schedules, classes, and school are also major factors in rhythmicity. Weekdays are dominated by early alarm clock jolts, a dash to school or the office, and a weary return home in
the evening for recuperation and sleep (Dunlap et al., 2004, p. 291). Although weekends are more relaxed, scheduling is still highly important. Moreover, the social environment is a major determinant of behavioural rhythmicity, affecting many behaviours and their rhythmicity and cycles, for instance the sleep-wake cycles that can be even asynchronous with the external light-dark cycles (Dunlap et al., 2004, pp. 291-292).

This rhythmical character becomes observable when focusing on human behaviours and experiences such as eating, sleeping, breathing, thinking, communicating or interacting, as all our physiological processes are temporally organised (Adam, 1990, pp. 72-76). Many behavioural, physiological and psychological rhythms in humans are in synchrony with daily light-dark cycles and seasonal changes in these (Dunlap et al., 2004, pp. 325-326; Mogilner et al., 2018; Reinberg et al., 2017; Roenneberg, 2012, p. 2). Many, if not all, bodily functions have been shown to exhibit a circadian rhythmicity with notable precision and stability in healthy individuals, and some aspects of human daily rhythms probably result from behavioural changes associated with the light-dark and sleep-activity cycles (Dunlap et al., 2004, pp. 325-328; Mogilner et al., 2018; Reinberg et al., 2017; Roenneberg, 2012). Many, if not all, bodily functions from body temperature, heart rate, and blood pressure to hormone regulation have been shown to exhibit circadian rhythmicity with notable precision and stability in healthy individuals (Dunlap et al., 2004, pp. 341-349). Some aspects of human daily rhythms probably result from behavioural changes associated with the light-dark and sleep-activity cycles that peak either during the day or during night (Dunlap et al., 2004, pp. 341-349; Mogilner et al., 2018; Reinberg et al., 2017; Roenneberg, 2012). Some illnesses and health issues also show considerable daily variations, either on onset or in symptom severity. For instance, cerebral strokes and cardiovascular diseases occur more often between early morning and noon, and the incidence of asthma attacks is greatest at night (Dunlap et al., 2004, pp. 341-342). People with rheumatoid arthritis tend to experience their worst symptoms in waking in the morning. Circadian pathology also affects circadian mood disorders, or so called affective disorders (Dunlap et al. 2004, pp. 341-342). Circadian, or diurnal variations of depression and symptoms of depression is a characteristic of depressive mood, and have been associated with early-morning worsening, afternoon slumps or evening worsening (Wirz-Justice, 2008).

On a seasonal level, previous research has found associations between seasonal variations and various illnesses and health issues. Studies have found that more than ninety per cent of the general population show
seasonal variations in relation to mood, social activity, sleep, appetite, weight gain or energy level (Basnet et al., 2016). More specifically, mood and psychiatric disorders, like depression, anxiety, bulimia nervosa, anger, hostility and irritability, panic disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder and substance abuse have been shown to follow seasonal variations, with peaks in incidence and severity varying from autumn to mid-winter to early spring (Basnet et al., 2016; Christensen and Dowrick, 1983; Oyane et al., 2008; Stordal et al., 2008). However, both circannual, or seasonal, as well as circadian, or diurnal, variations have in previous research been shown to be rather conflicting, which makes both the presence and direction of these variations unclear (Hasler, 2013, pp. 612-613; Powell and Clarke, 2006; Wirz-Justice, 2008). One suggested reason for the inconclusive results are the methodological limitations in studying and monitoring depression and depression symptoms and their temporal variations in populations (Ayers et al., 2013; Harmatz et al., 2000).

Seasonal changes also affect common non-communicable diseases such as diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, cancer and rheumatic diseases (Basnet et al., 2016). In addition, metabolic parameters like weight, cholesterol level, blood pressure, and blood glucose have shown seasonal variation. Moreover, morbidity and mortality of non-communicable diseases have repeatedly been demonstrated to be higher during winter than during summer, with a sixteen per cent higher mortality during winter than during summer, in European countries (Basnet et al., 2016).

Not only do these rhythms create a communal present, their existence also facilitates the prediction or anticipation of the future through recurring cycles (Adam, 1990, pp. 74-75). There are however, variances in the intensity and quality of these recurring patterns that differentiate them from each other or from other times. The timing and severity of several health disorders and issues are as, can be seen, strongly modulated by circadian and seasonal rhythms. As a result of the modern 24-hour day economy and lifestyle, individuals can demonstrate a behavioural or physiological dichotomy between day and night, where deviations from this regular diurnal rhythm of day and night have been suggested to cause most circadian malfunctions (Dunlap et al., 2004, pp. 325-329). In contrast to the abundance of information on circadian regulation in humans, considerably less is known about longer rhythmicity, such as circannual or seasonal rhythms (Dunlap et al. 2004, pp. 107-112). Human chronobiology issues and behaviour relating to natural rhythms have received growing attention in the past few decades in disciplines such as psychology, physiology,
neurosciences, and medicine. As the direct applicability of these chronobiologic principles of rhythmicity to human health and wellbeing, and behaviour related to them, becomes evermore evident, research interest in related fields grow (Dunlap et al. 2004, pp.13-14).

2.3. Health information behaviour

Wilson (1999, p. 249) defines information behaviour as *activities a person may engage in when identifying his or her own needs for information, searching for such information in any way, and using or transferring that information*. The definition encompasses information seeking behaviour, which Wilson (2000, p. 49) sees as the *purposive seeking of information as a consequence of a need to satisfy some goal*. As Wilson states, this behaviour involves interaction with either manual information systems, or computer-based systems, such as the Internet (Wilson, 2000). Health information behaviour in this thesis is thus defined as all human information behaviour in relation to health. This encompasses health information needs, seeking and use, which also includes information sharing (Wilson, 2000). Health information behaviour can also be approached as how people seek, obtain, evaluate, categorise and use health-related information in relation to their health and health threats (Ek, 2013). Wilson’s definition on information behaviour characterises human behaviour in relation to dealing with information. A definition of the concept of information again is somewhat more troublesome, and the concept has been defined differently and the meaning of the word is quite proliferated (Case, 2012, pp. 48-49). Finding a single, widely accepted, universal definition or attribute for the concept of information seems not only difficult, but in this case somewhat unnecessary, as it falls outside the scope of this thesis (a thorough review of the definition and concept of information can be found in Case, 2012, pp. 45-75). In this thesis, information is treated as a *difference that makes a difference to a conscious, human mind*, as defined by Bateson (in Case, 2012, p. 46). Although Bateson’s definition is broad, it does, as Case (2012, p. 46-47) points out, rule out the option of information existing independently of a knowing (human) mind. The definition is also useful for health information behaviour, as it is part of human information behaviour, where information either reduces uncertainty or changes one’s image of reality (Case, 2012, p. 46-71).

Information behaviour is an important part of being human, and something that everyone engages in on a regular basis, either consciously or unconsciously. Yet for some people and in some situations, the incentives are considerably higher (Case, 2012, pp. 77-91). This is especially evident in
health related information behaviour. Motives for engaging in information behaviour are many, for instance a knowledge gap or information need, signalled by anxiety and or a need to act (Dervin, 1992, pp. 70-73). Information needs are the cause, or underlying motivation for information seeking. According to Case (2012, p. 78), information needs are typically considered inner motivational conditions or states, that give birth to thought and usually lead to action with the goal to alleviate anxiety, make decisions or understand something. These inner states can vary from wanting, believing and doubting, to fearing or expecting (Case, 2012, p. 78). Dervin (1992) again, sees information needs as a compulsion to make sense of a current situation, or knowledge gap, with the use of information. In the context of health, it can be argued that information needs fall under the category of basic human needs, in contrast to many other information needs, which can be classified as secondary (Case, 2012, pp. 78-79). Health related problems and issues have for instance been shown to cause fear and anxiety from which information needs arise (Lambert and Loiselle, 2007). Wilson (1997) states that defining information needs is somewhat unnecessary, as most studies, instead of studying information needs which are difficult to observe or are even described as a black-boxed factors assumed to trigger and drive information seeking, actually study information seeking behaviours (Savolainen, 2012). Yet, one of the contexts in which information needs are conceptualised in information seeking studies is the situation of action. This encompasses the temporal and spatial constituents that can be seen as significant, as they make it understandable how information needs may change within and between situations (Savolainen, 2012). However, as Savolainen (2012) states, these temporal and spatial constituents become meaningful only if they are anchored in concrete actions, such as information behaviours.

Information seeking has, as Case (2012, pp. 89-90) notes, received far less attention definitionwise than information needs. This is probably because the meaning is seen as obvious, and should not be overanalysed. Most of the definitions of information seeking typically describe it as an intentional behavioural action or a process in reaction to an information need (Case, 2012, pp. 90-91). Therefore, the above cited definition by Wilson (1999, in Case, 2012, p. 90) of information behaviour is more suitable, as it encompasses passive behaviours as well as information use and sharing.

Information use, according to Wilson (2000) consists of the involved acts, both physical and mental, for incorporating the found information into the knowledge base and constructing knowledge as well as altering the
knowledge structure of the person involved in these acts. Information use is, according to Fidel (2012, p. 35), a highly complex process which when studied presents challenges. However, the challenges in studying information use are not that relevant, as actual information use is not in focus within this thesis.

Information sharing, exchange, receiving, or giving is fundamentally a social activity, with an underlying assumption that people come together in different, varying, ways to share information with the goal of making sense, accomplishing a task or solving a problem in relation to common interests (Pilerot, 2012). Information sharing is a collaborative and interactive process that entails the behaviour of seeking advice or expertise from others, and sharing already acquired information with others (Talja and Hansen, 2006; Veinot, 2009). Health and illness is a significant motivation for this kind of collaborative information behaviour, or information sharing, as people with issues related to health and illnesses tend first to seek help or information from people like themselves (Neal and McKenzie, 2006). This kind of information sharing is common in various online support groups and resources, such as social media and discussion forums (Almanea, Bath and Sbaffi, 2018; Neal and McKenzie, 2006).

Information sharing can take place in different settings or contexts, and sharing usually involves some common interest, like a shared political engagement or shared experiences of an illness or health threat. In the context of health, information sharing includes providing advice to individuals with for instance similar issues and experiences and sharing questions and concerns around treatment options (Veinot, 2009; De Choudhury et al., 2014).

2.3.1. Studying online health information behaviour

As the aim of this thesis is to study rhythmicity of online health information behaviour, the emphasis of this chapter lies on how health information behaviour as well as the aspect of time have been studied in previous research, especially in an online context. Describing health information behaviour from a more qualitative and offline aspect therefore falls outside the scope of this thesis. Moreover, as Case (2012, p. 341) states, the literature on health information behaviour has grown too vast to review comprehensively. Consequently, the focus in this chapter lies on online health information behaviour.

The internet is, as mentioned, important as a source for health related information in Finland. A nation-wide survey conducted in 2009 showed
that already then, nearly 70% of 18-65-year-old Finns had visited some health-related site during the past 12 months. The most used sources were health portals, visited by 45% (Ek, Eriksson-Backa and Niemelä, 2013). Recent statistics show that in 2018, 65 per cent of the Finnish population in the ages 16-89 years had sought for health information online. There are, however, variations between age groups. As many as 79 per cent of those aged 25-34 years, and 81 per cent in the age category 35-44, engaged online health information. The use decreases in the older demographic, as only 49 per cent of those aged 65-74, and 24 per cent of people in the age group 75-89 had sought health information online during the last 3 months (Ek and Niemelä, 2010; Tilastokeskus, 2018). Online health information also shows differences in other demographics, as women, students, people with higher education and people living in urban settings show higher percentages for online health information seeking in Finland (Tilastokeskus, 2018). Similar figures are found elsewhere, for example in the UK 69% searched health information online in 2013 (Dutton and Blank, 2013). In the US, one in three adults use the internet to either diagnose or learn more about a health related topic or issue (Fox and Duggan, 2013). However, the role of the internet as a source for health information shows global variation, as an older survey conducted in Hong Kong showed that only 44 per cent had looked for health information on the internet (Yan, 2010). In China, a mere 26 per cent of the entire population used the Internet to access health information in 2016 (Ren et al., 2019).

A key characteristic in studying health information behaviour of the general public is employing a cross-sectional study design. Methodologically, this means that this behaviour is usually studied and documented by either interviews or surveys (Anker et al., 2011; Ramsey et al., 2017). Online health information behaviour in different settings, such as social networking sites or social media, is no different, which highlights the strong methodological traditions of studying health information behaviour (Anker et al., 2011; Kim and Syn, 2014; Zhao and Zhang, 2017). This type of research design provides what Giddens (1979, p. 202) identifies as a “snapshot” of health information behaviour, characterising the behaviour of a dynamic issue only at a specific point in time (Anker et al., 2011). An alternative approach has also been to employ a retrospective study design, which relies on, and compares, datasets and cohort designs collected at different points of time (Anker et al., 2011). Apart from these, health information behaviour researchers have also utilised naturalistic interventions or observations that take place in a natural situation or
environment, characterising information seeking behaviours of a specific group or demographic, for instance patients with specific ailments or illnesses, or within a specific age group (Anker et al., 2011; Kim and Syn, 2014; Zhao and Zhang, 2017). Among the least applied methods for studying health information behaviour, Anker et al. (2011) identified longitudinal studies.

As with research in general, all employed research methods to study health information behaviour also have their strengths as well as suffer from limitations. From a temporal perspective, the use of either surveys or interviews proposes a significant limitation, as it only provides insights into a behaviour at a single point in time, in a non-naturalistic setting (Anker et al., 2011). In relation to this, expenses associated to time and labour limit how often data can be collected (Huang, 2017). Another limitation is that survey-based data gathering methods also suffer from recall and information bias. Notwithstanding, health information behaviour studies would greatly benefit from utilising a longitudinal study design, to examine health information behaviour for an extended period of time, which could reveal the rhythmicity and temporal nature of health information behaviour (Anker et al., 2011). Longitudinal studies of health information behaviour could potentially provide a much broader and more extensive picture of this behaviour, especially in relation to time and the temporal aspects, which have previously been neglected within research on this area, and information science in general. Some of these limitations could be dealt with, especially in light of recent developments in innovative research approaches and methods.

Time, of the natural sort, has found significant application in information retrieval, for instance in developing methods for processing explicit temporal expressions in search queries and from document content, as well as in storing documents for long-term preservation and access (Gorichanaz, 2016).

Within research on online health information behaviour, the factors affecting use of online resources have often been in focus. These factors include socio-demographic variables, such as gender, education level and age (Bidmon and Terlutter, 2015; Ek and Niemelä, 2010; Flynn et al., 2006; Hallyburton and Evarts, 2014; Renahy et al., 2010; Tilastokeskus, 2017; Torrent-Sellens et al., 2016; Yan, 2010; Ybarra and Suman, 2008). Health status as a variable affecting online health information behaviour has also been studied frequently (Flynn et al., 2006; Renahy et al., 2010; Torrent-Sellens et al., 2016). Moreover, trust as well as eHealth literacy skills as
Factors that can facilitate or hinder engagement in online health information behaviour have also been studied by Sbaffi and Rowley, (2017) and Lee et al. (2014). Pendry and Salvatore (2015) again examined outcomes of, and motivations for, using online discussion forums as a means for health information behaviour, while Marton and Choo (2012) studied how attributes of websites affect use. Marton and Choo (2012) also note that most studies seem to produce descriptive statistics, and only reporting the extent and nature of online health information seeking. Time, the temporal aspects or rhythmicity of online health information behaviour, however, does not seem to occur in previous studies.

In this thesis, online health information behaviour is studied from a temporal perspective, or the temporal organisation of activities (Reddy, Dourish and Pratt, 2006) to identify and analyse rhythmicity and temporal aspects within online health information behaviour.
3. Theoretical perspectives on time in social sciences

The following chapter provides an overview of the theoretical assumptions and perspectives of this thesis. It also provides a brief overview of how time has been theoretically approached within social sciences in general, as well as in information science.

3.1. Theory and metatheory

The most common meaning of theory is that it is an explanation or generalisation of observed phenomena and regularities (Bryman, 2016, p. 18; Case, 2012, p. 168). Theories can aid in making implications and deductions and guide or influence how empirical evidence is collected to link theory to real world phenomena (Bryman, 2016, pp. 18-19; Case, 2012, pp. 168-169). Theory in this thesis is an interrelated set of definitions, axioms, and propositions (Case, 2012, p. 169). Case (2012) argues that this is a typical definition in social research and especially for human behaviour.

Metatheory again, can be defined as the philosophy behind theory, or the fundamental set of ideas about how a phenomenon should be thought about and examined (Bates, 2005, p. 2). Metatheory overlaps with paradigm, which again can be seen as the metatheory, theory, methodology and ethos within a field, all combined, as defined by Kuhn (Bates, 2005, p. 2). From a metatheoretical viewpoint, this thesis takes a nomothetic constructivist approach, as it is concerned with the discovery of general laws underlying the active constructing and understanding of the worlds and contexts, in this case health and illness, in which individuals operate (Bates, 2005, pp. 8-9). Constructivist theories assume that the individual mind is the most important arena of knowledge creation. Therefore, constructivist theories deal with how individuals with specific states of knowledge, or gaps there within, interact with information (Dervin, 2005, p. 27; Talja, Tuominen and Savolainen, 2005). These gaps, states of knowledge, as well as uncertainty is in this thesis studied through online health information behaviour, with the underlying assumption that rhythmicity and temporal variations govern this behaviour. Within information science, the cognitive approach has been developed and applied foremost by Dervin’s, as exemplified by the Sense-making approach (Bates, 2005, p. 11; Talja, Tuominen and Savolainen, 2005). Uncertainty is a significant concept in constructivism, both in relation to the cognitive and affective states of the individual. Even this emphasises the individual understanding, current Sense-making views are extensive in
their considerations of the dynamic influences of time, space, cognition, affect, power and culture, as well as individual and collaborative Sense-making (Tidline, 2005). Therefore, applying a bird’s eye view on individual behaviour and mental models can reveal collective patterns.

3.2.  Time in social sciences

Time is constitutive of human life in nature and society and touches every dimension and aspect of human life. Therefore, the study of time belongs within no single field of study. Time and its theoretical perspectives confronts every field of speciality, and is therefore a genuinely transdisciplinary category, involving physics and mathematics as well as social and health sciences (Bender and Wellbery, 1991, p. 1). The notion of time as a framework for life is, according to Bender and Wellbery (1991, p. 1), the defining quality of the modern world. Time has in different disciplines been approached from different theoretical viewpoints. The physical view and physical theories see time as that which is measured by the clock and calendar (Gorichanaz, 2016). This view sees time as one-dimensional, conceptually inextricable from space and pointing like an arrow toward entropy, or uncertainty and disorder (Gorichanaz, 2016). In social sciences, time has usually been approached as a social construction constituted of social activity and events. Natural, or biological time again, in contrast to social time, emphasises that past, present and future and the qualitative experience of time are characteristics of all living things in nature, not only characteristic of human social life. This biological aspect of time is also of interest in social science, as human beings are biological clocks and organic beings that follow natural rhythms and cycles of light and dark, growth and decay (Adam, 1990, pp. 70-72). Time in social sciences is understood as a characteristic part of life in society, and is, regardless of the fact that we are surrounded by it, usually taken for granted. Time is so deeply rooted in our existence that it is almost invisible, a reason for why time is ignored or neglected and why it continues to elude us (Adam 1990, pp. 1-8; Šubrt, 2001; Roenneberg, 2012, p. 2). This is the underlying cause of the problems related to both understanding and investigating time. According to the physical view of time, the duration of human life is clearly oriented along what Šubrt (2001) calls the arrow of time, moving steadily from a beginning or birth, to an end, death. However, in contrast to this, the world we live in surrounds and influences us by sequences of recurring phenomena, characterised by rhythmicity, periodic changes or repetitions, like the daily light and dark cycles or the seasonal changes (Adam, 1990, pp.
For social scientists, time is one of the essential determinations of change to be measured, and is usually associated with the qualitative experience, or reckoning, of time (Adam, 1990, pp. 11-13; Castoradis, 1991, pp. 42-43).

From a natural science perspective, the qualitative experience of time, past, present and future, the temporally based uniqueness, and even the aspiration to beauty are according to Adam (1990, p. 70) characteristics of all living nature and not the sole preserve of human social life. From this theoretical perspective, living beings are practising centres of action rather than agents of static behaviours. This in turn suggest that the world is orchestrated by rhythms of varying speed and intensity, characteristic to and important for the temporal nature of our environment, and a concept that links biological or natural analyses to those of social sciences, or human organisation and culture. An understanding of this rhythmicity is highly important for social scientists on both a substantive and theoretical level (Adams, 1990, pp. 70-76). This rhythmicity, as exemplified by the work of chronobiologists, has a direct bearing on the lives and social organisation of members within modern societies, and establishes a link between time, or rhythmicity, and health and illness of individuals (Adam, 1990, pp. 72-75). Applying this view on time and rhythmicity also shifts the emphasis away from philosophical speculations of time, to an understanding of time, rhythmicity, and temporal aspects and their effect on life supported by empirical evidence (Adam, 1990, pp. 70-76). This is highly significant, as each new discovery of the rhythmic nature, temporal construction as well as variant repetitive behaviours of human life takes us closer to redefining life and ourselves in temporal terms, which can have enormous and far-reaching social implications (Rifkin, 1987, p. 30). This means that understanding the rhythmicity of nature and applying this in research can be rewarding, as well as have implications for both empirical and theoretical domains (Adam, 1990, p. 73).

In social sciences, a dominant theoretical focus has usually been placed on clock time, duration and sequence of events and their effect on social lives and institutions. This view overlooks, or even neglects, that individuals could be seen as timepieces that, as Adam (1990, p. 75) puts it, *beat to the multiple pulses of our earth and oscillate in synchrony with nature's rhythms*. While the emphasis of clock time is spatial, the rhythmicity of humans is fundamentally temporal. Adam (1990, p. 13) argues that we are able to *grasp time and the complexity of it only if we seek the relations between time, temporality, tempo and timing, between clock time, chronology, social time and time-
consciousness, between motion, process, change, continuity and the temporal modalities of past, present and future, between time as a resources, as ordering principle and as becoming of the possible, or between any combination of these. This could, as Adam (1990, p. 13) proposes, make time less of an enigma, or mystery, but requires a wider perspective on time and the temporal aspects. What this implies, is that time needs to be temporally conceptualised when the subject matter is life. To fully appreciate the perspective of time and times of human life, human time needs to be explored in both its continuity with and distinctiveness from, natural time. However, as Adam (1990, p. 13) points out, there is a challenge in existing social science approaches for this kind of exploration, and new kinds of ground need to be broken.

3.3. Time in information science

The conceptual issues of time and temporal factors have traditionally received little attention in information science. Reasons for that have been suggested to be the ambiguity of temporal factors and complicated problems of fundamental ontology, as time and temporal factors tends to be everywhere and all human action is embedded in time (Savolainen, 2006a). Another reason is that temporal and spatial factors usually tend to be discussed together, and the temporal factors are implicitly treated and their roles usually not elaborated (Savolainen, 2006a). In general, studies also usually favour and emphasise spatial issues (McKenzie and Davies, 2002). However, time is according to Savolainen (2006a) one of the main contextual factors of information seeking, and has with the rise of the Internet, received an enhanced focus compared to that in the past. From a contextual point of view, time has usually referred to questions like duration, frequency or regularity of access and use as well as in the exploration of the temporal issues within processes (Savolainen, 2006a). From a conceptual viewpoint, Sonnenwald and Iivonen (1999, p. 436) have suggested that time is the non-spatial continuum wherein actions and events occur. Time can also be identified as an episode, interval or an eon (Sonnewald and Iivonen, 1999). These vary in length, from short to longer.

Within information science, time has, according to Savolainen (2006a; 2018), been approached as a qualifier of access to information, as an indicator of the information-seeking process and as a fundamental attribute of situation or context of information seeking, or the general time concepts surrounding life and situations therein. It touches, as Savolainen (2018) states, on Dervin’s Sense-making approach.
3.4. Dervin’s Sense-making approach

In general, sense making as a theoretical direction has been explored in a many different domains and disciplines, ranging from organisational behaviour to education and human–computer interaction. Within organisational behaviour, sense making is conceptualised as a process through which individuals make sense of complex social dynamic environments and phenomena, to construct their own roles and stories within their organisations (Weick, 2001, p. 11). Similarly, sense making has been employed to study how paediatric critical care nurses make sense of dramatic changes in a patient’s status. In sense making research in general, a focus shift from professionals to everyday non-expert sense making is clearly visible (Mamykina et al., 2015). This focus on individuals and their goal to find structure in everyday situations is also essential for Dervin’s Sense Making approach.

Dervin’s Sense-making approach focuses on the making and unmaking of sense, and the practices and procedures that relate to this. The approach provides a framework for exploring what Wilson (1999, p. 257) calls the totality of information behaviour, ranging from the exploration of the context in which information needs arise to the means whereby that need is satisfied, either actively or passively (Wilson, 1999). The approach is implemented in terms of four different constituent elements, situation, gap, outcome and bridge (Dervin 1999; Wilson, 2000). A situation in time and space is the context in which information problems arise and consists of variables such as histories, experiences, identities, past and present horizons, as well as barriers and constraints (Dervin, 2005, p. 28). The gap identifies the difference between the contextual situation and the desired situation, and is influenced by questions and confusion. Moreover, outcome is the consequence, impact and effect of the sense-making process, while bridge is the means by which the gap has been closed (Dervin, 2005, p. 28; Wilson, 2000). Sense-making in this thesis draws mainly on situation, as this refers to the temporal aspect, or situation in time, of knowledge gaps in relation to health. Dervin’s Sense-making approach has been described as a metatheoretic tool, or a theoretic net, containing a set of assumptions and propositions as well as methods to study human sense-making (Dervin, 1999; Savolainen, 2006b; Wilson, 2000). Sense-making draws on the constructivist metatheoretical approach, which stresses the importance of the individual actor, and when adopting the Sense-making approach, focus should lie on the user. (Dalrymple, 2001; Dervin, 1999). Dervin’s Sense-making is rooted in the assumption that humans are potentially capable of
translating unarticulated emotional, spiritual and embodied feelings to articulated dialogue. This allows humans to communicate and verb how they make and unmake their worlds (Dervin, 1999). In Dervin’s Sense-making information is viewed as a situational subjective construction that is rooted in time-space, and created by human observers (Dalrymple, 2001).

Dervin’s Sense-making approach has been employed within many different disciplines, such as media studies, education and pedagogy and health communication (Pettigrew et al., 2001). Within the field of information science, the Sense-making approach is associated with the shift in research emphasis from system centred or system oriented studies to user centred studies. The user centred approach was developed by Dervin and Zweizig, and emphasises the information user, or person, as a finder, creator and interpreter of information instead of information sources and their use (Dalrymple, 2001; Tidline, 2005, p. 113). As Dervin (1986) states, focus on behaviour, or what people do, has been ignored as individuals have not been perceived as sense-making beings. The emphasis on behaviour in Sense-making, both internal and external, allows movement in time-space for the individual (Savolainen, 2006b). Dervin’s Sense-making approach has been used to study information behaviour in a multitude of settings and services, and more recently, the methodology has been focused toward understanding contexts and processes of information behaviour. Sense-making often emphasises individual rather than collective behaviour, which can be explained by the lack of understanding how to operationalise the methodology for studying collective activity. However, sense-making offers a structure for deciphering collective and collaborative information behaviour, and also allows accommodation of multiple variables, including the often overlooked aspect of time (Tidline, 2005, pp. 113-117). The aim of the Sense-making approach is to yield data on behaviour where individuals take steps to construct new sense in life and situations therein, that are useful for information and communication practice (Dervin, 1986).

3.5. Time in Dervin’s Sense-making approach

As opposite to the view of individuals and their behaviour as static across time-space, Dervin’s Sense-making approach suggests that reality, much like health or illness, is discontinuous, gap filled and changeable across time and space. It is within this time-space that individuals need to make sense of the world (Dervin, 1986; 1992). Within the Sense-making approach lies a notion that life, from time to time, is an encounter with knowledge gaps, problems and discontinuities, which affect basic issues of human welfare.
(Case, 2012; Das, 2005; Dervin, 1986; 1992; McKenzie and Davies, 2002; Savolainen, 2006b). These gaps, or the underlying dissatisfaction with the existing situation stops the sense-maker within the situation (Dervin 1986; Ormandy, 2010). In the Sense-making approach, an individual identifies a need for information upon encountering these knowledge gaps that prevents the individual from continuing the journey through time-space (Dervin, 1992, pp. 62-69). Savolainen (2006b) argues that the journey metaphor suggests that thinking and information seeking can be approached as physical actions, but should not be interpreted as a literal description, but rather a methodological tool, a way of looking. Information seeking is only one response to these knowledge gaps, and Dervin’s Sense-making also emphasises other information behaviour, like seeking reassurance or peer-support, expressing or sharing feelings and connecting with others (Case, 2012, p. 92). This broader scope could be compared to Wilson’s (1999) definition of information behaviour as those activities a person may engage in when identifying his or her own needs for information, searching for such information in any way, and using or transferring that information. Dervin (2005, p. 27) sees this type of gap-bridging as responsive and impervious to changing conditions or situations. By placing the practices, instead of the persons, in focus, Dervin (1999) argues, that we allow addressing movement, gap, space and time. Dervin also advocates that the study of these gaps has to take place in context, for instance in time (Ormandy, 2010). Different kinds of time as well as the temporal aspects not only receive attention within the Sense-making approach, but are fundamental to the approach, and the conceptualisation of time is central in predicting or explaining information behaviour (Dervin, 1999). This mandate to study temporal aspects and time allows for the possibility of conceptualising information behaviour as temporally patterned. This way, the approach opens up for the possibility to observe patterns of information behaviour that change in response to changing temporal conditions or contexts, like the different hours of the day or changing seasons (Dervin 1999; Dervin 2005, p. 28). This, again, opens up for new theorising. Dervin (1999) notes that Sense-making aims to understand human sense-making so that it can be used in the design of services, systems and procedures. Or, to be more concrete, getting the right information to the right people at the right time (Dervin, 1976). Therefore, the temporal aspect of these knowledge gaps and situations is an important factor, especially on a collective level, as it can provide evidence of rhythmicity for some behavioural patterns. This turns focus on the time and temporal aspects, and
emphasises that \textit{when} an individual seeks information is as important as what he or she seeks (McKenzie and Davies, 2002). In this thesis, Sense-making provides a metatheoretical standpoint and positions how rhythmicity and temporal aspects of online health information behaviour can be examined. It also provides a theoretical view on individuals being different at different times, similar to the discontinuous and cyclical nature of health and illness. This view provides the opportunity to study rhythmicity and temporal aspects of online health information behaviour by analysing this behaviour in relation to two fundamental sense-making constituents, \textit{situation} and \textit{gap}, and the temporal aspects of these situations and knowledge gaps, in which information problems arise.

Dervin (1998) urges to look to the gap and the person-in-situation, as this is where the action in sense-making, or the sense-making instance can be found. In sense-making, time is discontinuous and stops when a gap is identified. The specific time, or context of this situation or gap can be identified in today’s online society, as almost all actions leave digital traces that can be aggregated and analysed, with novel approaches.
4. Infodemiology

Infodemiology, a portmanteau of information epidemiology, is defined as the science of distribution of and determinants of information in an electronic medium, specifically the Internet, or in a population with the ultimate aim to inform public health and public policy (Eysenbach 2011, p. 155). Infodemiology lies in the crossroads of public health informatics, consumer health informatics, infometrics and web analytics. Infodemiology is highly interdisciplinary emerging approach that involves and requires the collaboration of information scientists, computer scientists, epidemiologists, medical experts, public health informatics experts, behavioural scientists, and statisticians (Eysenbach, 2009; 2011). The user-generated data on the internet, in search engines, on social media and websites, can be seen as a new source of health data for public health surveillance (Ayers et al., 2014a; Eysenbach, 2002; Zeraatkar and Ahmadi, 2018). This has, as Eysenbach (2011, p. 154) states, also made measurable what was previously immeasurable, and allows to systematically aggregate and analyse data on preclinical events and behavioural patterns, including online health information behaviour and its rhythmicity and temporality (Eysenbach, 2011). While traditional epidemiological data gathering methods remain invaluable, the infodemiology approach can provide real-time data on online health information behaviour, free from recall or social desirability biases, and thus complement traditional epidemiology data (Eysenbach, 2009). This user-generated content contains personal experiences, various health information behaviour as well as knowledge sharing (Zeraatkar and Ahmadi, 2018). Infodemiology is rooted in the idea that in the age of the Internet, there is a relationship between population health on one hand, and information and communication patterns on the internet, on the other (Eysenbach, 2009). Thus, the changes in peoples’ health behaviour, public attention and attitudes, or health status are echoed in changes in information and communication patterns, and vice versa, both on a population as well as on an individual level (Eysenbach, 2011). Thus, changes in health information behaviour patterns on the Internet can be early symptoms of changes in population health (Eysenbach, 2009; 2011; Zeraatkar and Ahmadi, 2018). However, the arrow of causation can also, as Eysenbach (2011) points out, be bidirectional, as health information can also have a negative impact on population health. For example the paper by Wakefield et al (1998) and its effect on MMR vaccination and a reduction in vaccination rates. The term infodemiology is widely used, but other describing terms for this kind of
research have also been proposed, such as techno-social predictive analysis (Boulos et al., 2010), digital disease detection (Santillana et al., 2014), web data or digital disease surveillance (Althouse et al., 2014; Ayers et al., 2014a; Guy et al., 2012), digital health research (Palmarella et al., 2018) and e-epidemiology (Bexelius, 2009, p. 1). A closely related term is infoveillance, which is defined as the longitudinal tracking of infodemiology metrics for surveillance and trend analysis (Eysenbach, 2011, p. 155). However, the term infodemiology itself conveys a key concept as well as emphasis, which is suitable for this thesis and the user-centred paradigm within information science, as infodemiology data are user-generated and the concept itself takes a user-perspective, albeit on a population level (Eysenbach, 2011).

4.1. History of infodemiology

Infodemiology was originally defined as the study of the determinants and distribution of health information and misinformation (Eysenbach, 2002, p. 763). The aim of the approach was initially to measure what was being published on the Internet, as much of the discussion in the end of the millennium concerned the quality of health information on the World Wide Web, and the effects this information had on public health (Eysenbach, 2009). Infodemiology as a research discipline and methodology was suggested to be convenient in guiding consumers, patients and health professionals to evidence-based, high quality health information, but also to identify misinformation as well as knowledge gaps in different health behaviours and the evidence behind them (Eysenbach, 2002; 2011). This was also reflected in the early infodemiology studies that analysed websites for inaccuracies, flawed or fraudulent health information (Eysenbach, 2009; Zeraatkar and Ahmadi, 2018).

Infodemiology was in 2006 further defined as an emerging set of methods which studies the determinants and distribution of health information for public health purposes. (Eysenbach 2006, p. 247-248). Eysenbach (Eysenbach 2006, p, 248) further stated that the development of infodemiology metrics based on automated tracking and analysis of the distribution and determinants of health information (both supply and need) in a population and/or information space is possible and can provide important clues and evidence for public health policy and practice. Since 2002, an increasing number of people in developed countries had started to utilise the internet for health information seeking and often first consulted the internet before going to a doctor (Eysenbach, 2006). Research utilising this health information seeking data as well as more unconventional research methods had been published. The first paper to
analyse health information seeking data, in this case Google search data for syndromic surveillance, was published in 2006, describing a model for predicting an influenza outbreak during the flu season 2004-2005 in Canada, based on changes in Internet search activity for flu-related information (Eysenbach, 2006). This type of health information demand tracking on the Internet was described as a novel and promising method for public health surveillance, which could complement the traditional surveillance approaches. Eysenbach also stated that the science of infodemiology was needed for methodology development and measuring patterns and trends for general health information, knowledge gaps, as well as predictive disease and syndromic surveillance in real-time (Eysenbach, 2006).

The earlier infodemiological research showed that the Internet made health information seeking and use measurable, and that trends and knowledge gaps could with the help of infodemiological data be traced over time, something that was previously difficult to measure (Eysenbach, 2006). Since then, infodemiological research has showed a significant rise, and the amount of publications since 2002 surpasses one thousand (Zeraatkar and Ahmadi, 2018).

4.2. Aim of infodemiology

Infodemiology is still an emerging discipline that tackles a modern societal problem that it is not about the availability of information anymore, but its aggregation and analysis. The rapidly rising amount of user-generated data from social media, search engines and webpage traffic opens up for the possibility to study health behaviour in new ways. The underlying aim and idea of infodemiology is to measure public opinion, attention, behaviour, knowledge, and attitudes by analysing health information behaviour on the Internet (Eysenbach, 2011). Infodemiological studies have the potential to provide reliable and meaningful indicators, temporal trends and rhythms for health information needs, seeking, use and sharing. Analysing health information behaviour on the Internet, including information needs, seeking and use, can provide valuable insights to health-related behaviours of populations, including health status and health problems and knowledge about health-related conditions (Eysenbach, 2009; 2011). A deeper understanding of these behavioural trends and patterns and their temporality and rhythmicity can provide additional information to public health officials and foster our understanding on how to maximise the use of the Internet to improve health, public health and health related outcomes (Eysenbach 2006; 2009; 2011). This could be achieved for instance by
tailoring and targeting health communication and education strategies (Eysenbach, 2011). Tailoring the right health information at the right time, and targeting the right audience segment based on health information need or behaviour in general, can be beneficial for health behaviour, communication and promotion (Enwald, 2013, pp. 57-58). It needs to be emphasised that utilising the infodemiology approach and metrics for research in different health related areas can complement traditional health research and epidemiology as well as the methods employed within these fields, and should in no way be seen as a replacement (Eysenbach, 2006; 2009; 2011; Zeraatkar and Ahmadi, 2018).

4.3. Demand- and supply-based infodemiology applications

The infodemiology approach and its framework has been divided into supply- and demand based applications, depending on what is studied, and what data, or metrics is employed (Eysenbach, 2009). Infodemiology data, or metrics, are usually derived from unstructured, textual, openly accessible user generated content (Eysenbach, 2009; Zeraatkar and Ahmadi, 2018). Supply-based infodemiology analyses what is being published online, on webpages or in social media, whilst demand-based infodemiology analyses health information seeking behaviour, such as search engine queries or website navigation, or click behaviour (Eysenbach, 2011; Zeraatkar and Ahmadi, 2018). The first infodemiology studies, which were concerned with the quality of health information on the internet, could be categorised as supply-based approaches, as they analysed information prevalence and information occurrence ratios, the most basic infodemiologic supply indicators. Longitudinal tracking of supply-based infodemiology metrics, for instance analysing changes over time in the absolute or relative number of internet postings for a certain keyword or concept is particularly useful, as it allows seeing changes in relation to temporal variations on different time-scales (Eysenbach, 2009).

Demand-based infodemiology and analysis of health information seeking behaviour again, provides valuable insights into information needs. For instance, supply-based indicators, such as search engine query data, or the number of clicks on a website, can reveal temporal trends and patterns for a specific health related topic in a given geographical region (Eysenbach, 2009).

Both supply- and demand-based infodemiology employ similar methodological workflows and face similar problems (Eysenbach, 2009). The similarities in both methods and problems relate, as Eysenbach (2009)
states, to the selection and filtering of health information from large textual datasets, attempts to interpret the information semantically and employing descriptive and analytical statistical methods to detect trends and patterns. Regardless of the approach, both supply and demand based infodemiology analyse and describe patterns of health information behaviour in electronic media. Analysing infodemiology metrics on how and when people engage in online health information behaviour, including how they seek, communicate and share information, can provide novel and valuable insights into health-related behaviour and can inform public health officials (Eysenbach, 2009). It also needs to be noted, that while the Internet has been, and still is by far the most popular source of infodemiological data, any consumer health application including personal health records or wearable devices can be harnessed for infodemiology and infoveillance research (Eysenbach 2011). The infodemiology approach provides unmatched opportunities for the management of health related data and information generated by the users, as well as unique opportunities for insights into online health information behaviour (Zeraatkar and Ahmadi, 2018).

4.4. Previous infodemiological research

A recent review of published infodemiology research found that a majority of infodemiology studies fall in the demand-based infodemiology category, while supply-based studies as well as articles combining both demand and supply based infodemiology are fewer in number (Zeraatkar and Ahmadi, 2018). Even if the majority of previous infodemiological research, especially the research that has caught the attention of media, has focused on disease outbreaks, such as influenza or different viruses, infodemiology should not be misunderstood as having only practical applications in the context of infectious diseases (Eysenbach, 2009; 2011; Zeraatkar and Ahmadi, 2018). Monitoring and combating various behavioural risk factors as well as health behaviours and phenomena related to these are equally important application areas within infodemiology (Eysenbach, 2011). As already mentioned, more than one thousand infodemiology articles had been published by the end of 2016 (Zeraatkar and Ahmadi, 2018). However, it needs to be noted, that not all studies utilising what could be called infodemiology metrics are labelled under infodemiology, and because alternative describing terms are, as already mentioned, used the number of infodemiology-like publications could be higher. Also based on this, the results of the scoping review of Zeraatkar and Ahmadi (2018) are somewhat questionable. However, it provides a road map to subjects studied as well
as utilised data and methods. Most articles identified as infodemiology research have a descriptive aim, while the surveillance, or infoveillance, aspect is slightly less studied. The most common data source for both demand- and supply-based studies is Google Trends, a web-based database that provides information-seeking trends based on what people use the Google search engine for, followed by the microblogging social media Twitter. As far as analysis types goes, the majority of research employ time series analysis, followed by cross-sectional analysis, or both combined. From a geographical perspective, the majority of infodemiological research is related to developed countries, such as the United States, Italy and United Kingdom, and a clear majority concern developing countries (Zeraatkar and Ahmadi, 2018).

The infodemiology approach has been utilised to study many different health related phenomena. These include mining tweets or search engine query data for pandemics, different ailments and public health issues (Chew and Eysenbach, 2010; Eysenbach, 2006; Paul and Dredze, 2011; Wilson and Brownstein, 2009), internet search trends for a multitude of illnesses and health issues, as well as epidemiological research (Abedi et al., 2015; Brigo and Trinka, 2015; Carneiro and Mylonakis, 2009; Seifter et al., 2010) and accessing and sharing information related to different topics (Wong et al., 2013; Matsuda et al., 2017). The approach has also been used in identifying and monitoring what is being published on the internet, for example news articles, outbreak reports or anti-vaccination sites (Eysenbach, 2002). Health awareness campaigns and their effectiveness, as well as public interest for different health related topics have also been studied using infodemiology metrics (Vasconcellos-Silva et al., 2017). Moreover, infodemiology metrics have been used to construct patient-centred research tools by extracting user-generated health outcomes data to monitoring different health related issues, like drug side effects or treatment adherence (Wicks et al., 2009; 2010; Frost et al., 2011)

Rhythmicity, temporal variations and patterns have also been investigated using infodemiology metrics, mostly for specific health issues or ailments. These range from mental health problems (Arendt and Scherr, 2017; Ayers et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2018), and somatic diseases like diabetes (Tkachenko et al., 2017) to disease and influenza outbreaks (Bragazzi et al., 2017; Kraut et al., 2017; Ortiz-Martínez and Jiménez-Arcia, 2017; Osuka et al., 2018; Seo and Shin, 2017). Online health information behaviour on prescription drug abuse, smoking cessation and e-cigarettes have also been studied from a rhythmical viewpoint (Zeraatkar and Ahmadi, 2018).
However, research on more general health related temporal patterns utilizing infodemiology metrics is scarce. Ayers et al. (2014) investigated the circaseptan rhythms of health considerations by monitoring internet search queries, while Jadhav et al. (2014) touched upon the temporal patterns, such as morning, afternoon, evening and night, while analysing how online health information seeking behaviour may differ by accessing device. Scrutton and Stevenson (2018) studied information seeking behaviour in relation to nutrition and food, and if human appetitive behaviour shows rhythmicity on daily or seasonal level. Infodemiology studies relating to Finland are also scarce. Apart from the studies in this thesis, only a few infodemiological studies have been conducted in Finland. Gencoglu and Ermes (2018) utilised social media data (Instagram) to predict influenza like illness in Finland, while Kluger and Bouchard (2019) conducted a comparative study on search engine query trends in interest for melanoma, breast cancer and prostate cancer. Pesälä et al. (2019) studied whether health care professionals’ medical database queries on oseltamivir, an antiviral medicine, and influenza could complement epidemiological disease surveillance when detecting influenza epidemics, and their seasonal trends. A similar research setting was applied in Pesälä et al. (2017), with the aim to compare the general public’s visits on articles about Lyme disease to healthcare professionals’ website behaviour of a physician’s databases articles to evaluate temporal and seasonal information-seeking trends, and the effects behind these variations. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the studies in this thesis are the first where infodemiology metrics are used to examine rhythmicity and the temporal variations and patterns of various health related phenomena, as well as depression, in Finland.

4.5. Infodemiology limitations

As with all other approaches, methods, and metrics, infodemiology also presents certain limitations. As one of the aims of this thesis is to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of utilising the infodemiology approach to study the context of time in online health information behaviour, both the strengths and limitations are presented and discussed in chapters 6.1.1 and 7.5.
5. Methods and data-analysis

This chapter presents an overview of the research methodology and data utilised in the different studies included in the thesis. As an introduction, the general research paradigm, process and strategies of the thesis will be presented. This is then followed by a description of data, data collection and data analysis applied in each study.

5.1. Methodological considerations

Research methodology is usually guided by the ways in which scientists perceive the connection between different viewpoints about the nature of reality and how to examine or inspect it (Bryman, 2016, pp. 149-150). Research data are, as Bryman (2016, p. 10) reminds us, invariably collected in relation to something, for instance a social problem or a theory. Sometimes data are also collected for simple fact-finding, or when a specific opportunity arises (Bryman, 2016, p. 10). However, research data become significant when viewed in relation to theoretical standpoints, emphasising the relation between theory and research. This also raises the question of why data are collected or used, to test or to build theories (Bryman, 2016, p. 21). Research can therefore be done either to answer questions posed by theoretical considerations, deductive research, or to view theory as something that emerges from the collection and analysis of the data, or inductive research (Bryman, 2016, pp. 21-23).

All five studies included in this thesis fall in the category of deductive research, a strategy often associated with quantitative research (Bryman, 2016, pp. 21-24). However, as Bryman (2016, p. 23) reminds us, the process is not clear-cut and should be considered as a general orientation, and deduction entails elements of induction, just as induction entails elements of deduction. Some of these iterative strategies between data and theory have also been present in this thesis.

From a research strategy point of view, this thesis utilises a quantitative research approach, as it emphasises quantification in both collection and analysis of data (Bryman, 2016, pp. 149-151). In a sense, this thesis is methodologically positioned somewhere between a positivist and phenomenological epistemology, as it relies on objective observations to explain an aspect of behaviour of phenomenological nature, that is the temporal variations of health related sense-making on a collective level (Bryman, 2016, pp. 24-27). This is also an aspect often raised by Dervin’s
Sense-making approach, which has been characterised as an approach in-between. The studies in this thesis are merely preliminary attempts of explaining an aspect of behaviour in relation to time that in the future needs to be studied more closely, by applying a qualitative research perspective as well.

5.2. Methodology

All rhythmic events, ranging from phenomena like ocean waves to human behaviours can be plotted from a series of regularly recorded descriptors called a time series. Rhythmic events typically occur at regular intervals with predictable waveform, amplitude, and period, without an element of causation necessarily known (Dunlap et al., 2004, p. 15). All studies in this thesis are methodologically similar, as all are based on univariate analysis with one variable, time, common for all studies. In all studies, time is categorised as an interval/ratio variable, as the distance between the categories are identical across the range of categories. The temporal variations in distribution of search engine query volumes and discussion forum messages are calculated by both arithmetic means in Study I and II as well as relative frequency distribution in Studies III, IV and V. The arithmetic mean, or simply mean, is the sum of all values in a distribution divided by the number of values (Bryman, 2016, p. 688). This is suitable, as the variable in this thesis, time, is an interval/ratio variable. Frequency distribution again is simply put the way the data are distributed along the scale of the variable of interest. Although simple, it is still a concept that provides the essentials in descriptive statistics (Riffenburgh, 2012). When it comes to the relative frequency distribution or rate of occurrence, this is more suitable than absolute frequency itself, as relative frequencies such as rates or ratios provide the proportion of the sample bin, or interval (Eysenbach, 2009; Riffenburgh, 2012). Intervals in all studies within this thesis consist of time periods, from hours and days, to weeks, months and years. A thorough description of the data sources and data-analysis methods for the different studies in this thesis are presented in chapters 5.3-5.5.

5.3. Google Trends

The data in studies I and II consist of search engine data, in this case from the search engine Google, the most popular search engine in the world, including Finland (Statista, 2019; StatCounter, 2019). Data from Google has been shown to be more unlikely to suffer from social censoring or bias, as individuals using the search engine are online and likely alone, factors that
support expressing stigmatising or taboo thoughts (Kreuter et al., 2009). Search engine data are common infodemiological metrics, utilised in many different infodemiological studies as mentioned previously (Zeraatkar and Ahmadi, 2018). Search engine data fall under the demand-based infodemiology methods and applications, useful for identifying trends, patterns and rhythmicity in information needs and information seeking from big data, or millions of searches (Eysenbach, 2009; Stephens-Davidowitz, 2013, p. 4). The data for both studies were downloaded from Google Trends (available at http://www.google.com/trends). Google Trends is a public, open web-based database that provides time series data, of information seeking trends, and how often specific keywords, subjects and phrases have been enquired in the Google search engine over a chosen time period and geographical region. This is also called measurement of demand prevalence indicators (Eysenbach, 2009). Data from Google Trends are provided as relative search volumes (RSV), which in contrast to what raw search volumes would provide, correct for variations in search volumes due to term popularity, Internet availability or disposable time (Althouse et al., 2014; Ayers et al. 2014). Google Trends works by analysing a portion of queries to calculate how many searches have been conducted for the query term in question, relative to the total number of queries in Google over the same time period across chosen regions of the world. This relative search volume is the query share of a particular term for a given location and time period, normalised by the highest query share of that term over the time-series. A relative search value of 100 is thus the period with the highest search proportion for queries, and 50 is 50% of the highest search proportion. Queries from information seeking activity on Google are disaggregated to geographical and temporal units, ranging from years to minutes, and de-identified from any identifying information to protect user privacy.

In Study I, data collection is based on five Finnish queries relating to depression: masennus (depression), masennus oireet (depression symptoms), masennustesti (depression test), depression and depression test (the Swedish as well as English term for depression and depression test). A sixth search query, masennus testi (depression test) was added to the second (II) study to provide the alternative spelling for depression test. Query terms in Study I and II were not used in combination and without quotes around the search terms. Supplementary terms to the root term masennus (depression) were identified using the top related search queries function in Google Trends. The suggestions for terms are based on identification of either content or users’ search behaviour. The search terms in Study I and II were selected to
characterise a wide sample of queries related to depression, in general as well as for symptoms and treatment, in both official languages in Finland, Finnish and Swedish. The settings were also geographically specified to Finland to prevent the inclusion of search queries that originated from other regions.

Data for Study I were downloaded for three different time periods: January 2004 to December 2015, January 2010 to December 2015, and monthly for the year 2015. These different time periods were chosen to get comprehensive data on temporal variation of depression related information seeking. Rising search volumes as well as the reported improvements in the Google Trends algorithm also motivated to select three different time periods for data gathering (Phelan et al. 2016).

Data for Study II were downloaded on a weekly basis from Google Trends in March 2017. Weekly downloads allowed obtaining hourly relative search volume data for each day in March. The reason for Study I and Study II being separate is methodological, as the daily relative search volumes are only available for the past seven days. The data collection resulted in a relative search volume for all 744 hours between 1st and 31st of March for the six different search terms. In Finland, the prevalence of depression has been shown to peak in spring (Näyhä et al., 1994). Therefore, data collection was conducted in March.

5.4. Suomi24

Studies III, IV and V all utilise the same data from the Suomi24 discussion forum. Within infodemiology, the use of data from websites, discussion forums and social media fall under the category of supply-based infodemiology methods and applications (Eysenbach, 2009). Suomi24 (https://www.suomi24.fi/) is the largest, and most popular, free and anonymous discussion forum in Finland. The Suomi24 discussion forum data, the whole of which is available for research purposes, provides infodemiologic supply indicators such as information prevalence (Eysenbach, 2009), as it contains the entire discussion forum database including all posted messages in all categories. The data ranges from the 1st of January 2001 to the 31st of December 2017, which allows for longitudinal tracking of online health information behaviour. However, in the third study (III, in review) the Suomi24 data was still limited to the time period 1.1.2001 to 14.5.2015. The updated data set, as well as the older one, can be downloaded for research purposes through FinCLARIN’s Kielipankki Korpinterface (http://urn.fi/urn:nbn:fi:lb-2019010801).
The Suomi24 data is an unusually comprehensive data set, with over 82 million (82,858,608) messages between a time period ranging from 1.1.2001 to 31.12.2017 (53,366,704 messages during 1.1.2001-14.5.2015). The Suomi24 discussion forum had 832,000 unique visitors per week in 2015, which can be considered quite high in a country with a population of 5.5 million. Each of whom spent an average of 7 minutes on the forum per session. The total amount of page loads per week was over 17 million in 2015 (Aller, 2016). The discussion forum had a monthly reach of over 2 million internet users during the first half of 2018, ranking it the 8th most popular Finnish internet site (FIAM, 2018). Statistics show that in 2014, roughly a quarter (24%) of the Finnish population within the age demography 16-89 had engaged in posting something on a discussion forum during the last three months. In 2017, the percentage was clearly lower, at 8%. Participation was evidently more active for younger demographics, as over 40% of 16-34 year olds, and 35% of 35-44 year olds, had posted messages in a discussion forum in 2014. The corresponding numbers were also lower for these demographics in 2017, as 12.5% of 16-34 year olds, and 12% of 35-44 year olds posted messages in a discussion forum (Tilastokeskus, 2017). The Suomi24 discussion forum covers several different topics such as pets, fashion and beauty, tourism, cars and vehicles and health. The health (fi. terveys) category with 3.8 million messages (2.5 million during the time period 1.1.2001-14.5.2015) is divided into sixteen sub-topics, ranging from plastic surgery and diseases, to medication and mental health. Sub-topics are then further divided into a different number of sub-categories, relating to the sub-topic. The content of the messages is not included in any of the studies (III-V).

5.5. Data-analysis

All five studies in this thesis are observational studies with univariate analysis, with a focus on explaining human behaviour, in this case the rhythmicity and temporal variations of online health information behaviour. In this thesis data analysis mainly consists of univariate analysis, with one variable, time, as the key nominator for all studies.

5.5.1. Study I

To get an average relative search volume (RSV) for the different weekdays, data for each month of 2015 was downloaded. These monthly data contain an average RSV for each weekday. Data were analysed in MS Excel 2016. For all five queries during the different time periods an average relative search
volume per month was calculated, and an overall average RSV per month for all query terms per month was then determined. An average RSV for each weekday in 2015 was also calculated. Differences in popularity based on relative search volumes between the five different search terms are also noted. All data-analysis was conducted in MS Excel.

5.5.2. Study II

In Study II, data analysis of the hourly data was conducted by both a continuous wavelet transform and wavelet power spectra to focus on the diurnal variations. Both analyses were conducted with MathWorks Matlab R2017b. Longer term trends were removed by discarding components with a period of longer than 32 hours. This was done to extract the diurnal variation. Components with a period of less than 4 hours were considered noise, and similarly eliminated. Thus, the calculations provide a reconstruction of the variations without trends and noise. The reconstructed data are superimposed with their arithmetic mean, separately for each query. By applying the Tukey-Kramer procedure for multiple comparisons, an analysis of variance was conducted to determine the statistically significant difference between the interests of the corresponding hours.

Data in Study II were also trichotomised and analysed in three time blocks: 8.00 to 15.59, 16.00 to 23.59, and 0.00 to 7.59. This trichotomisation of the day allows distinguishing and comparing structured time (office hours), unstructured time (leisure time) as well as night-time. All hourly relative search volume values for each search term were added to the time blocks and the differences between the three time blocks were then calculated. Analysis of variance with the Bonferroni correction was conducted to calculate statistical significant differences in the distributions between the different time blocks. The trichotomisation analyses for were performed with SPSS (version 24.0; SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois, USA).

5.5.3. Study III

Message metadata included in the data analysis in Study III have been extracted from messages posted in the sub-category “Depression” of the Suomi24 discussion forum. The data consist of metadata, in this case time stamps, of 116 781 messages, of which 15 386 are original posts, 57 682 replies, and 43 713 comments to replies. Messages range from January 1st 2001 to May 14th 2015. The data was processed in JSON format, and analysed using Python and the Python Data Analysis Library "pandas". The Python Data Analysis Library "pandas" provides the functionality to aggregate the
raw data and calculate the statistics of interest. The timestamps are converted from UTC to local time in Finland to account for daylight savings time. To evaluate the statistical significance of observed differences in the distribution of posts in different categories, we use the statistical library in SciPy to conduct a chi-squared test of independence. As this results in a multiple hypothesis scenario, the p-values are corrected for multiple comparisons by the step down method using Sidak adjustments from the StatsModels library. The standard significance level of 0.05 is used for p-values after the multiple hypothesis correction. A relative hourly distribution of messages was also calculated, and a triangular window rolling mean of the monthly distribution of all forum messages, as well as messages in the health category and messages in the depression subcategory, was calculated over a year.

5.5.4. Study IV and V

The updated Suomi24 discussion forum data, ranging from January 1st 2001 to December 31st 2017, are provided in custom verticalised text format. The data represent a parsed version of the text for each message in the forum. The univariate analysis studies IV and V examines the metadata of the posts, in both cases the time stamp of the message, as well as the topic, sub-topic and sub-category where the message has been posted. The content of messages is excluded in both studies. The data files in study IV and V are processed using Python with the Python Data Analysis Library "pandas" and plotting library "matplotlib". The analysed messages in both studies are binned and counted according to the forum category or sub-category, as well as the hour and date of the posted message. Calculating this at different aggregation levels reveals rhythmicity and temporal variations and patterns in the data. E.g., when binning the posts by hour, and aggregating overall days in the data, the resulting distribution represents the average daily variation in posting intensity. Similarly, the posts are separately binned by date, and aggregated over the 17 years. To smooth out the effect of random variations and to reveal robust patterns, a rolling triangular window of 15 days is applied. The relative shares of messages within any bin is also calculated to eliminate the general variation in posting activity during the years 2001 and 2017. This highlights the differences between categories of interest and measures by how much the categories are over-represented or under-represented, compared to the overall posting rate in the Health category.
5.6. Reliability and validity

The reliability of research is mainly concerned with the question of whether the results of a study are repeatable, or if the measures are consistent (Bryman, 2016, p. 41). Validity in turn is concerned with the integrity of the conclusions that are drawn from research. Validity is usually divided into internal and external validity, ecological validity, inferential validity as well as measurement validity. The last one relates primarily to quantitative research. Validity is related to reliability, as unreliable measures cannot provide valid measures for a concept (Bryman, 2016, p. 41).

Search engine data have repeatedly been criticised for lack of validity and reliability, because tools that provide search engine data (services like Google Trends) are not primarily created for scientific purposes (Tran et al., 2017). Lazer et al. (2014) argue that the use of search engine data might lead to problems of overfitting, in cases where a large number of possible predictors or variables (different search terms) are used to predict only a small number of cases. In the use of search engine data, the validity of reported results, often in relation to correlation of occurrences for different health related phenomena are reported cautiously, with an emphasis on the need for further research, follow up and independent verification (Tran et al., 2017). However, from a validity perspective, this issue is not as concerning for this study, as the aim is not to find correlations to occurrence, but to explore the temporal variation of online health information behaviour, or interest in a specific issue, not actual incidence.

More generally, for search engine data, it remains unclear how users actually perform their searches and what factors influence this behaviour and to what extent (Tran et al., 2017). There is therefore a challenge in understanding the semantics of Google queries, as reasons individual search queries do not necessarily reflect the actual mood state of the user (Yang et al., 2010). However, as the aim of study I and II is to explore when people engage in health information seeking in relation to depression, the underlying causes and factors fall outside the scope of this study. Moreover, in the case of search engine data, Google Trends only provides overall normalised search volumes, with limited information about the method by which search data are generated, and the specific algorithms employed to analyse it. This does not allow differentiating search volumes by user demographics. The number of language minorities in a country have also been suggested to affect the probability of bias in Google Trends data (Tran et al., 2017). This issue has been taken into account as both Finnish, Swedish and English search queries have been included into Study I and II, but
exclusion of other language minorities in Finland may have had an overall impact on the results.

From a reliability perspective, the only study that does not deploy a longitudinal perspective is Study II, where data gathering was concentrated on a one-month period. Testing the stability of the results in Study II would propose a rather complex research design, as data would be required to be downloaded every 7 days during an extended period of time. For the rest of the studies, the longitudinal perspective takes into account both time and societal changes, making the reliability solid from a stability perspective. As all studies involve only one variable, time, and the distribution of online health information behaviour over different time periods, internal reliability, or inter-rater reliability is not an issue in this thesis.

As is common in social sciences, measured concepts are often abstract, which makes establishing validity difficult (Bryman, 2016, pp. 158-162). From a measurement validity perspective, the standpoint in this thesis is that both health information seeking in search engines, and health information seeking and sharing in a discussion forum actually reflect online health information behaviour, and that the metadata, in this case timestamps, actually measure engagement in this behaviour during a specific time of day, week, month or year. The hypothesis in this study is deduced from both previous research and theory, which adds construct validity. However, to establish a more robust convergent validity, Studies III, IV and V could have analysed message content to establish if messages actually did express health information needs or sharing. This validity issue has been raised in previous research as a need to ensure the validity of web data and its reflection of real-world outcomes and how to accurately interpret what is shared online (Yeung, 2018). As Yeung (2018) states, what people share online may constitute a form of self-presentation or performance to a specific audience, rather than convey true feelings. Another noteworthy aspect is that this thesis only examines online health information behaviour, and the results in this study are not validated with offline data.

5.7. Ethical considerations

The data and data-analysis in all studies are based on public meta-data that do provide neither information about the race, gender, age, or any other identifying information of the person entering either a search term in a search engine or posting a message to a discussion forum. Analysis only consists of time stamps for search queries and discussion forum messages. None of the studies involve any intervention in the integrity of a person. The
data itself can be seen as public data, as it is collected from the internet, which is claimed as a freely accessible public domain intended for the public. Moreover, the Suomi24 data as well as the Google Trends data do not belong to the private sphere of communication, and may therefore be utilised for research purposes (Savolainen, 2011). Even if there are several ethical concerns in utilising web data for research, these are of less concern within these studies, as analysis only consists of time stamps. Moreover, as all research within this dissertation is based on public information, registry and documentary data or archive data, no institutional board review was required, as proposed by the Finnish National Advisory Board on Research Integrity (Kohonen, Kuula-Luumi and Spoof, 2019, p. 62). However, on a more general note, it needs to be emphasised, as also highlighted by Ahmed et al. (2017, pp. 2-3), Eysenbach (2009) and Mamiya et al. (2017), that the use of openly accessible infodemiology metrics, or web data in general, for studying health and behaviour, highlights novel issues and threats to privacy as well as informed consent. There is a need to accompany the utilisation of user-generated web data as well as the applications in relation to these with a clear ethical framework to avoid causing serious distress among Internet users (Mamiya et al., 2017).
6. Results

The purpose of this dissertation is to examine if online health information behaviour follows temporal patterns and variations on different biological time-scales. Further, the aim is to study this rhythmicity for different health related phenomena by utilising the infodemiology approach. The underlying assumption is that, as with many other behavioural traits, also health information behaviour is governed by time, rhythmicity and temporal aspects. To address this assumption, five different studies were conducted. As the different studies answer different research questions, the results are presented in relation to these.

6.1. Infodemiology as an approach

The aim of Study IV is to answer both research question 1: What are the strengths and weaknesses of utilising the infodemiology approach to study the context of time in online health information behaviour? as well as research question 2: Does online health information behaviour in general follow rhythmicity? In Study IV, the review of the strengths and limitations of the infodemiology approach to study online health information behaviour, and its temporal aspects, are not based on a systematic review, but instead identified and evaluated based on the literature cited in the study. Moreover, in Study IV the infodemiology approach is exemplified by presenting some empirical findings on rhythmicity of online health information behaviour based on longitudinal metrics from in the Suomi24 discussion forum. The most interesting findings from the larger sub-topics within the health category of the forum were chosen because of the robust and recurring circadian, circaseptan and circannual rhythmicity and variations that they displayed.

On a more general level, the number of messages in the Suomi24 forum and its heath category show a clear peak in activity during 2006. After this, the number of messages on an annual level have been decreasing steadily, as can be seen in Figure 1.
A closer comparison of message distribution in the Suomi24 discussion forum on a circadian level reveals a clear unimodal curve both for all the messages in the discussion forum and the health category. The relative frequency of the message distribution starts to rise in the morning, and peaks in the evening (Fig. 2). However, a closer examination of the distribution of messages in various sub-topics within the health category, reveals clear temporal variations on a circadian level, as can be seen in the results of Study V (see chapter 6.2).

When analysing the relative frequency in message distribution on a circaseptan level, the results also show a clear and recurring rhythmicity. As can be seen in Figure 3, both the discussion forum as a whole as well as the health category follow a rhythmical pattern with higher activity in the beginning of the week, which then decreases to a clear trough on Saturday.
Again, a closer examination of relative message frequency within the health category expose clear temporal variations in online health information behaviour. An example where differences become evident is shown in Figure 4. As can be seen, discussion forum activity on a circaseptan level for alcohol (fi. alkoholi) and birth control (fi. ehkäisy) are each other’s opposite, with birth control presentation amplified activity during the beginning of the week, a time when alcohol related discussions are less active. This pattern alters mid-week and during the weekend, as alcohol related discussion start to increase, while activity for birth control is decreasing.

A comparison of the relative frequency of messages between the health category and all other messages shows that rhythmicity on a seasonal level are quite similar (Fig. 5). Activity in both the health category and the forum as a whole follow a bimodal curve, with peaks in the beginning of the year,
spring, late summer and autumn. However, the peaks during the first half of the year, as well as August and September are slightly higher for health related discussions. Clear troughs in discussion forum activity are visible during summer and the end of the year, in December.

![Figure 5. Circannual comparison between all messages and messages in the health (fi. Terveys) category in the discussion forum.](image)

Similar to differences in online health information behaviour on a circadian level, seasonal variations are also visible within health related discussions in the Suomi24 discussion forum, as presented in Study V.

### 6.1.1. Strengths and limitations of the infodemiology approach

Despite some limitations in utilising the infodemiology approach with its methods and metrics to study online health information behaviour, the implications and strengths that they bring outweigh many of the weaknesses. Using large, or big data sets such as the Suomi24 data allows for more longitudinal studies on temporal variations of online health information behaviour, in contrast to “snapshots” provided by surveys or questionnaires. This allows identifying patterns of interaction, which, as Giddens (1979, p. 202) state, cannot be identified or revealed unless examined over time. As an increasing amount of digital data are gathered in relation to health and health information behaviour, a clearer picture of how people interact and behave in relation to their health, is emerging. Studying and analysing this data can yield in a more holistic view of health and health behaviours, and even reveal completely new trends, patterns and correlations. Identifying clear and robust patterns and rhythms also facilitates the prediction of the future, making precautionary action possible within health promotion and prevention (Adam, 1990, pp. 74-75; Ayers et al., 2014). Discovering and understanding these health related temporal
rhythms for the Finnish population therefore has strong potential for behavioural gains as well as improving public health. Health promotion campaigns could immediately be made more cost effective by targeting the population at the right time. Considering the temporal aspects and patterns of online health information behaviour on different time-structures, at times when more individuals are contemplating their health and engaging in health related behaviour could have substantial impact on interventions (Ayers et al., 2014).

Utilising infodemiology metrics also has another methodological strength, as it avoids the interviewer bias, whereby what is said during an interview is influenced by the researcher (McKee, 2013). Data from both Google Trends and the Suomi24 discussion forum involve no direct contact between the subjects and the researcher. Time stamps for both queries as well as messages are generated automatically, making data collection and analysis rapid, even real-time, with the appropriate tools.

One major limitation of the infodemiology approach, with its methods and metrics is the lack of demographic data in infodemiology metrics. This is often due to the de-identified web data that is provided for researchers (Ayers et al., 2014a; Eysenbach, 2009; 2011). This prohibits and limits researchers from drawing conclusions related to different demographics characteristics in relation to online health information behaviour. It is imperative that this limitation is kept in mind, as socio-demographic variables such as age, gender and level of education have, as previously noted, an impact on online health information behaviour. Relating to this, the infodemiology approach only provides data on, and tracks the segment of the population that engage in online health information behaviour, and disregards the user segment that does not use the internet for health related issues (Eysenbach, 2011; Zeraatkar and Ahmadi, 2018). In a Finnish context, the limitation of representativeness is of lesser concern, as a majority of the Finnish population use the internet for health related concerns (Tilastokeskus, 2018). However, internet adoption is still limited in some demographic segments, which can lead to the underrepresentation of these segments and their health information behaviour. This is especially evident for discussion forums, where statistics show that participation has been decreasing, and today, less than eight per cent of the population contribute to discussion forums in Finland, compared to twenty-four per cent in 2014 (Tilastokeskus, 2017). Thus, this methodological limitation needs to be accounted for (Mamiya et al., 2017; Guy et al., 2012).
Another key limitation arising from conducting quantitative analysis is the limitation of semantics (Eysenbach, 2011; Mavragani et al., 2018). Without conducting qualitative analysis, or analysing intent or content, there is no way of knowing the underlying reasons for seeking health related information in a search engine, or posting something on social media or in a discussion forum. Therefore, conducting only quantitative analysis makes the purpose of health information behaviour unclear, and we cannot know why an individual engages in health information seeking or sharing, at a specific time (Eysenbach, 2009; 2011). In some cases, we cannot know whether the individual engaging in health information behaviour is suffering from a health related problem or issue, or if he or she is for instance doing research on the subject, or if the topic has been featured in the news recently (Ayers et al., 2013; Eysenbach, 2011). Relating to this, it needs to be noted that the data used in the different studies in this thesis, search engine queries and discussion forum messages, do not present actual illness or symptom incidence. However, as earlier research on health information behaviour has shown, it is reasonable to assume that the reason individuals engage in online health information behaviour for a specific health related issue, is either because they themselves, or people they know, may be experiencing, or have experienced the symptoms or issues in question (Yang et al., 2010; Savolainen, 2011). Moreover, the purpose of this study is not to find out the whys, hows or whats of online health information behaviour, but rather to bring focus on the question when. Therefore, qualitative analysis of message content is left for further research.

Even if demographic factors or user intent remains unknown, the use of de-identified web data is still useful to identify trends and rhythmicity (Eysenbach, 2009). As the aim of this thesis is to study the question of when, and the temporal variations and rhythms of online health information behaviour, the whys, hows or whats and the qualitative analysis needed for those is left for further research.

Another novel issue rising from the use of web data and digital traces are the issues of anonymity, ethics and privacy (McKee, 2013). Infodemiology metrics are, as already mentioned, usually de-identified, and thus the aggregation and analysis of these published, public, open online data sources do not generally raise privacy issues or the approvals of ethics boards. However, these issues still need to be taken into account when utilising the infodemiology approach, especially if the data sources contain personally identifiable information, such as usernames, geographic origin of either posts or visits, or internet protocol address (Eysenbach, 2011). These
issues are also more evident when conducting research of qualitative nature, for instance analysing health related textual content in social media or other digital platforms, where users expect that their privacy issues and anonymity be respected (Eysenbach, 2011). Moreover, online anonymity can be seen as fundamental for the approach, as the internet provides users with protection against stigma or labelling when engaging in behaviour relating to health (Mamiya et al., 2017). This limitation, as relevant as it is, is less important for the Studies included in this thesis, as all analysed data are public, and neither search engine query volumes, or discussion forum messages, and the analysis of them, contain any identifying factors or personal data (McKee, 2013).

6.2. Rhythmicity of online health information behaviour in a discussion forum

The purpose of Study V is to answer research question 2: Does online health information behaviour in general follow rhythmicity? The purpose is to analyse when Finnish people are engaged in online health information behaviour, and to bring focus and attention to the aspect of time within online health information behaviour. The results in the study show that health information behaviour for different health related issues in the Suomi24 discussion forum follow seasonal and daily variations and patterns. The largest seasonal variations in online health information behaviour on a seasonal and daily timescale can be seen in Table 1, where the ratio is calculated based on the difference between the highest and the lowest relative share of messages.

Table 1. Largest variations in yearly and daily rhythm for the different sub-topics and sub-categories based on the ratio between maximum and minimum relative share.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Largest variation in yearly rhythm</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Largest variation in daily rhythm</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loneliness (fi. Yksinäisyys)</td>
<td>2.132096</td>
<td>Loneliness (fi. Yksinäisyys)</td>
<td>3.343914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narcissism (fi. Narsismi)</td>
<td>1.945516</td>
<td>Depressions (fi. Masennus)</td>
<td>2.697666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight loss (fi. Laihdatus)</td>
<td>1.833515</td>
<td>General mental health (fi. Yleistä mielementerveydestä)</td>
<td>2.546249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eating disorders (fi. Syömishäiriöt)</td>
<td>1.818933</td>
<td>Weight loss (fi. Laihdatus)</td>
<td>2.516494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol (fi. Alkoholi)</td>
<td>1.811670</td>
<td>Drugs (fi. Huumeet)</td>
<td>2.513675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight control (fi. Painonhallinta)</td>
<td>1.764124</td>
<td>Alternative treatments (fi. Vaihtoehtoiset hoidot)</td>
<td>2.486138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drugs (fi. Huumeet)</td>
<td>1.771270</td>
<td>Birth control (fi. Etkäisy)</td>
<td>2.477815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative treatments (fi. Vaihtoehtoiset hoidot)</td>
<td>1.738822</td>
<td>Mental health and well-being (fi. Henkisen hyvinvointi ja mielementerveys)</td>
<td>2.443714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Womens' health (fi. Naisten terveys)</td>
<td>1.682895</td>
<td>Weight control (fi. Painonhallinta)</td>
<td>2.191275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal medicine (fi. Sisätaudit)</td>
<td>1.632709</td>
<td>Eating disorders (fi. Syömishäiriöt)</td>
<td>1.900800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The sub-category with the largest difference in seasonal variation is Loneliness. Online health information behaviour in relation to loneliness follow a bimodal curve, with peaks throughout Christmas and the summer. Narcissism, the third most popular sub-category within the same sub-topic as Loneliness, also shows clear variations during the year, with increased activity in early April, followed by smaller monthly recurring activity peaks until late October. A noticeable decrease in online health information behaviour activity is then observable from November until March. These results are visible in Figure 6.

![Yearly distribution of messages within the Loneliness (fi. Yksinäisyys) and Narcissism (fi. Narsismi) sub-categories, compared to the overall rate in the Health (fi. Terveys) category.](image)

Online health information behaviour in relation to weight control and weight loss follow a unimodal seasonal pattern, with increased activity during the first months of the year, and a clear peak in late March (Figure 7). Activity then decreases steadily towards the end of the year, with the lowest activity around Christmas. Similar seasonal activity, with a peak in March, is found in health information behaviour related to Eating disorders, a sub-category within the sub-topic Internal Medicine. However, contrary to weight control and loss, the activity for eating disorders increases during the summer and early autumn.
Online health information behaviour in relation to alcohol and drugs also show clear seasonal rhythmicity. As can be seen in Figure 8, discussions in the Alcohol sub-category follows a bimodal pattern, with the highest activity during Christmas, New Year and mid-July. Decreased activity is visible in February, from mid-May to mid-June and from the middle of October to the middle of November. The activity in the Drugs sub-category also follows a bimodal seasonal pattern, but with somewhat different peak times. Drug related health information behaviour activity peaks in spring, more closely mid-April to mid-May, continued by smaller peaks in activity in summer and early autumn. A decrease in activity is then observable from late autumn until early spring.
Alternative treatments, Women’s health and Internal medicine likewise display clear seasonal variations (Figure 9). The yearly distribution of messages in the Alternative treatments sub-category shows the clearly highest peak after mid-April. A second, smaller peak follows in the beginning of June. After a trough in the middle of summer, two peaks are found in September and October. The yearly distribution of messages in Women’s health again follows a unimodal curve with a peak season from mid-April to early August and troughs from autumn to early spring. Topics relating to internal medicine on the other hand peak in late winter and spring. The discussions follow a bimodal curve with decreases in activity during summer and winter, especially mid-July and Christmas.
On a daily time-scale, the three categories with the largest variations in online health information behaviour are Loneliness, Depression and General mental health. All three categories follow a similar 24-hour unimodal pattern, with clear night-time peaks and daytime troughs (Figure 10.) The same pattern can be found in the Mental health and wellbeing sub-topic. The differences in relative shares are considerable, even though the Health category in general follow a similar curve. Night-time peaks can also be observed within the sub-categories Drugs and Eating disorders, although the pattern for Eating disorders shows a slightly earlier peak time, between 01.00 and 02.00 at night, as illustrated in Figure 11.
Figure 10. Daily distribution of messages in the Loneliness (fi. Yksinäisyys), Depression (fi. Masennus), General mental health (fi. Yleistä mielenterveydestä) sub-categories and the Mental health and wellbeing (fi. Henkinen hyvinvointi ja mietenterveys) sub-topic.

Figure 11. Daily distribution of messages in the Drugs (fi. Huumeet) and Eating disorders (fi. Syömishäiriöt) sub-categories.

The sub-topic Weight control and sub-category Weight loss show an opposite curve (Fig. 12), with daytime peaks, between 06 and 16 followed by night-time troughs, a trend that is opposite to the Health category in general.
Figure 12. Daily distribution of messages in the Weight loss (fi. Laihdutus) sub-category and Weight control (fi. Painonhallinta) sub-topic.

Similar increased daytime discussion activity can be found in the Alternative treatments sub-category and the Birth control sub-topic, as health information behaviour in relation to Alternative treatments follow a similar daily distribution as for Weight loss and Weight control. However, as can be seen in Figure 13, birth control related online health information behaviour shows peaks slightly later during the day, in the afternoon.
6.3. Temporal variations of depression related health information seeking

Articles I and II, both exploratory infodemiological studies, aim at answering the research question 3: Does health information seeking for depression related health information show annual, seasonal, weekly or daily rhythmicity? The results from these studies reveal that health information seeking for depression related information follows a clear rhythmicity on monthly or seasonal, weekly as well as daily time-scales. An annual trend is also visible.

As Study I shows, search engine query data reveals that depression related information seeking follows a bimodal pattern with seasonal variations. There are increased relative search volumes during spring and autumn, and troughs during midwinter and summer (Fig. 14).

![Graph showing combined average monthly RSV for five depression related search queries during the time periods 2004-2015, 2010-2015, and 2015 shows bimodal peaks, in spring and in autumn.]

On a weekly, or circaseptan level, depression related health information seeking, measured by relative search engine query volumes, shows highest volumes during Sunday (average RSV 61), and lowest during Friday (average RSV 52). The average relative search volumes for each weekday for the year 2015 can be seen in Table 2.
Table 2. Average relative search volume (RSV) per weekday for all query terms during the year 2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>RSV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moreover, on an annual level, depression related health information seeking shows a slight increase in relative search volumes (Fig. 15).

![Fig. 15. Combined average RSV for five depression related search queries 2004-2015 shows a slight increase in Internet search query volume since 2007.](image)

The main objective in Study II is to identify daily variations in depression related health information seeking in Finland by analysing search engine data on an hourly level. As in Study I, clear patterns of depression related health information seeking can be observed, in this case on a daily, or diurnal, level. For all search queries included in the study, a daily variability is identifiable, and is most clearly noticeable for the search query masennus (depression). On a daily or diurnal level, the relative search volumes for all depression related query terms show a unimodal regular pattern, with clear peaks during the night-time hours between 23.00 and 04.00, and troughs between 05.00 and 22.00 (Fig. 16). The analysis of variance conducted in study II reveals that search interest during night-time hours, between 23.00
and 03.00 is greater than the interest during daytime hours between 08.00 and 16.00, with some variation for different queries. The variations in nighttime and daytime depression related health information seeking are also evident in the means of the continuous wavelet transform reconstructed data.

![Figure 16. Each 24h period (in blue) of the reconstructed signal superimposed with their arithmetic mean (red), separately for each depression related query for the time period studied.](image)

Variation between peaks and troughs are most evidently visible for the query term depression, followed by masennustesti and masennus. Depression test, masennus testi and masennus oireet showed less significant differences in variation during the day. The analysis of mean information seeking activity between the trichotomised time blocks showed peaks in the first time block (00.00 - 07.59) for all six terms. The mean search volumes then decreased significantly during the second time block (08.00 - 15.59) for the terms masennus oireet (P < .001), masennus (P = .001), depression (P = .005), and for depression test (P = .004). Thereafter, the mean search volume between the second and the third time block (16.00 - 23.59) rose again for the term masennus oireet (P = .04). Furthermore, there was a tendency for higher mean search volumes for the terms masennus (P = .14), masennustesti (P = .07), and depression test (P = .10) between the second and third time blocks.

6.4. **Exploring temporal variations of depression-related online health information behaviour in a discussion forum.**
The objective of Study III (manuscript) is to answer research question 4: *Does depression related online health information behaviour within a large discussion forum show temporal variations on different time-scales?* The study investigates the temporal variations and patterns of depression related online health information behaviour in a Finnish discussion forum, Suomi24. The results show that on a diurnal level, the messages in the depression sub-category of the discussion forum are over-represented by up to +115% during night-time hours, between 00.00 and 05.00, and somewhat under-represented by down to -30% during morning and mid-day, between 07.00 and 12.00. This is exemplified in Figure 17.

![Figure 17. Relative hourly distribution of messages in the health (=terveys) category (blue) and messages in the depression (=masennus) subcategory (orange) compared to all messages. Filled diamonds denote cases where the difference of the relative share from the overall average is statistically significant, and empty diamonds where it is not significant.](image)

Compared to messages in the health category in general the same effect is featured to a considerably weaker extent (+20% and -5%, respectively). Compared to all messages, as well as the messages in the health category, the relative amount of posts in the depression sub-category clearly shows statistically significant peaks for night-time, as indicated in figure 17. On a weekly time-scale, the hourly distribution of messages reiterates during all days of the week (Figure 18). However, clear peaks are visible for Sunday and the beginning of the week (Monday and Tuesday).
A comparison of the relative number of messages between the health category and the depression sub-category compared to all messages of the forum clearly shows that depression-related messages follow recurring patterns of higher peaks and lower troughs on a weekly, or circaseptan, level. These peaks in the depression sub-category are relatively higher during night-time compared to the health category in general, as illustrated in Figure 19.

Depression related online health information behaviour also follows seasonal variations, with clear peaks in spring and autumn. The trend of messages posted in the depression sub-category reveals a bimodal pattern (Figure 20), where the peaks for messages in spring and autumn are significantly higher compared to all messages as well as the messages in the health category. The peaks are most visible in March and May, as well as in
September, November and December. Even a smaller peak is visible in the middle of summer (mid-July). The trough in messages in the depression sub-category in the beginning of the year, mainly January and February, clearly differs from the January peak in the discussion forum as a whole, but also for the messages in the health category. The daily number of messages in the depression sub-category shows a somewhat more irregular pattern for the messages on a circannual level.

Figure 20. Triangular window rolling mean of the monthly distribution over a year of all messages (green), messages in the health (fi. Terveys) category (blue) and messages in the depression (fi. Masennus) subcategory (orange).

A closer examination and comparison of the daily amount of all messages posted in the forum, messages posted in the health category and messages posted in the depression sub-category throughout the year shows a somewhat more irregular pattern for the messages in the depression sub-category (Figure 21). It also reveals clear peak days in the depression sub-category that stand out throughout the year. The highest seasonal peaks are distributed on the following dates: the 6-7th of March, 27-29th of April, 29-30th of August, 9th of September, 22nd and 27th of October, and 2nd and 3rd of November. A more thorough examination of the depression-related messages on a thread level reveals that replies to threads are significantly over-represented by up to +70 per cent during morning hours between six and eight, compared to top-level posts.
Figure 21. Daily distribution over a year of all messages (green), messages in the health (fi. Terveys) category (blue) and messages in the depression (fi. Masennus) subcategory (orange). Filled diamonds denote cases where the difference of the relative share from the overall average is statistically significant. For clarity, this is only shown for the depression category and when it is significant.
7. Discussion

The aim of this dissertation is to study online health information behaviour and its rhythmicity and temporal nature on different time-scales by utilising the infodemiology approach. The purpose is to find out if online health information behaviour in relation to different health issues is governed by time, rhythmicity and temporal aspects. This over-arching aim was divided into four more specific research questions, which are discussed below. As Study I, II and III, as well as IV and V are of similar nature, they are discussed together.

7.1. Rhythmicity of online health information behaviour in general

Research question 1 was set as follows: What are the strengths and weaknesses of utilising the infodemiology approach to study the context of time in online health information behaviour? This research question was answered by Study IV. As Study IV, together with Study V, also answers research question 2: Does online health information behaviour in general follow rhythmicity?, the findings of these studies will be discussed together.

As shown in Study IV and V, online health information behaviour in the Suomi24 discussion forum shows clear and robust rhythmicity, providing knowledge about when people engage in health information behaviour on the internet. This is evident on all the different time-scales studied. The findings in these studies endorse the view of health as a dynamic process, as well as the multidimensional relationship between time and health (Eriksson, 1993, pp. 54-56; Henly et al., 2011; Mogilner et al., 2018; Reinberg et al., 2017; Roenneberg, 2012, p. 2; Roy et al., 2004; Svalastog et al., 2017). The findings also deliver evidence for rhythmicity and temporal variations of health behaviours that are left outside traditional epidemiological research, and can thus complement and provide a more holistic picture of health. However, this also presents challenges in relating the findings to previous research, as only a few previous studies have investigated the rhythmicity and temporal aspects of online health information behaviour in relation to some of the health issues and phenomena recognised in Studies IV and V. Therefore, the findings of Study IV and V can serve as initial steps to investigating these temporal variations and phenomena more thoroughly.

Some of the rhythmicity and temporal variations as well as patterns where online health information behaviour is more active during
beginnings, such as the beginning of the day, month or year, could be related to what has been dubbed the “fresh start effect” which indicates aspirational behaviour for a fresh, new and healthy start (Dai et al., 2014; Gabarron et al., 2015). This effect is most obvious for the circaseptan and circannual timescales for health information behaviour, and especially in relation to weight control, and suggests that the beginning of the workweek, as well as the beginning of a new year are times when people pursue healthier behaviours (Dai et al., 2014; Gabarron et al., 2015).

The findings also show that on a circadian, or daily level, there seems to be a clear difference between the rhythmicity for mental health related issues compared to physical health issues. This is exemplified by the fact that for instance mental health related online health information behaviour activity is night-time oriented, while activity for issues such as weight control, birth control or alternative treatments is highest during daytime. This mental health related night-time peak is, especially in the case of depression related health information behaviour, in line with the findings in Study II and III of this thesis. Substance abuse issues, in this case alcohol, show clear seasonal variations which is in line with previous findings, as Mustonen et al. (2012) and Poikolainen et al. (2002) found that alcohol consumption, much like the alcohol related discussions, show peaks during Christmas, in spring and in the middle of summer. Also the findings for loneliness related health information, that presents the largest variations in rhythmicity on both a seasonal as well as daily level, are in line with previous research where loneliness was found to be the most common reason for stressor of patients evaluated in a psychiatric emergency service during Christmas season (Velamoor et al., 1992). Feelings of depression are also associated with loneliness, which is also visible in the night-time activity for both loneliness and depression. On a seasonal level, loneliness follows a similar pattern as that which has been found for suicide, for which loneliness is a primary cause (Sansone and Sansone, 2011). In Finland, peaks in suicide statistics peak in late spring and during summer (Hakko et al., 1998; Holopainen et al., 2013), which is similar to the online health information behaviour for loneliness related discussions.

7.2. Rhythmicity and temporal variations of depression related online health information behaviour

Research question 3: Does online health information seeking for depression related health information show annual, seasonal, weekly or daily rhythmicity? and 4: Does depression related online health information behaviour within a large
discussion forum show temporal variations on different time-scales? are as noted of similar nature. Studies I, II and III all aim at answering these two research questions. Study I and II by utilising health information seeking data from Google Trends, and Study III by analysing the depression category of the Suomi24 discussion forum.

The findings of Study I, II and III are of similar nature. The results in all three studies show that depression related online health information behaviour follows rhythmicity and temporal variations and patterns on daily, weekly and seasonal level.

There are clear and recurring peaks during autumn and spring, while the summer and winter months present troughs. This seasonal, bimodal pattern is visible in both search engine query volumes as well as in discussion forum activity. These findings show similarities with previous research on health information seeking, as Ayers et al. (2013), Yang et al. (2010), and Nimrod (2012) all identified similar seasonal patterns when comparing the northern and southern hemispheres with each other. However, their findings are somewhat different, as they identified the highest online health information behaviour activity during the darkest months of the year. However, Nimrods (2012) data were limited to one year only, and Ayers et al. (2013) as well as Yang et al. (2010) compared large geographical areas by a few keywords only. The findings in Study I, II and II, with peaks in spring and autumn, are also in line with the seasonality in diagnosed depression, hospital admissions and suicide rates in the Scandinavian countries and the northern hemisphere (Christensen and Dowrick, 1983; Hakko et al., 1998; Stordal et al., 2008).

The highest relative search volume as well as discussion forum activity for the different weekdays is in both Study I and III found during Sunday and Monday. These findings support previous research, stating that Sundays and Mondays are days of lower mood or when depression symptoms are more prevalent (Akay and Martinsson, 2014; Brådvik, 2002; Tumen and Zeydanli, 2014). Sundays are also, according to Brådvik (2002), the weekday when most suicides are committed. Sundays, as well as evening or night-time, are for most people lower in activity and less constrained by external demands, compared to days and hours filled with work. This, as well as loneliness, break from work, lack of energy, or other interactions between light/darkness and the nervous system, may trigger inner tension and worrying as well as negative thinking, and lead to mood disorders (Brådvik, 2002; De Choudhury, Counts and Horvitz, 2013; Rusting and Larsen, 1998).
The notion of structured versus unstructured time could also be the reason for the diurnal variations of depression related online health information behaviour, as proven by the findings in all three studies (I, II, and III). All three studies present findings with similar and significantly higher activity in behaviour during night-time. This night-time peak for depression has also been identified in Twitter posts by Chen et al. (2018) and De Choudhury, Counts and Horvitz (2013). These findings of night-time rhythmicity also supports the notion of the evening-worse diurnal mood variation for depression (Rusting and Larsen, 1998) as well as the notion of poor or disturbed sleep quality and the causal relationship between insomnia and depression, in individuals suffering from symptoms of depression (Marcus et al., 2012; Tsuno et al., 2005). The higher response rate for depression related discussions during early-morning hours in the Suomi24 discussion forum could thus be an indicator of disturbed sleep patterns.

In Study I, an interesting finding is that the relative search volume for depression related health information seeking is slightly increasing, which is contradictory with the fact that the incidence of diagnosed depression has decreased during the time-period 2004 - 2015 in Finland (Wahlbäck et al., 2015). A possible explanation for this is that people try to treat health problems themselves, especially in stigmatising health issues, by seeking information about their symptoms and possible treatments (McGowan, 2002; Oliphant, 2010, pp. 1-2; Siepmann, 2008). Another explanation that Oliphant (2010, p. 2) mentions, is that the popularity of alternative and complementary treatments are getting a stronger foothold of depression treatment.

7.3. Theoretical implications

Rhythmicity is fundamental to nature. We breathe, sleep, eat and use energy in a rhythmic way. This rhythmicity is, however, not limited to our physiology and physiological functions, but also permeates our life in general, including behavioural issues, including issues related to health and illness (Adam, 1990, pp. 70-76). This confirms what Adam (1990, p. 72), McKenzie and Davis (2002) as well as Savolainen (2006; 2018) state, that time is an important aspect in information science, and social science in general. In social sciences, time should therefore, as Adam (1990, pp. 72-73) proposes, be considered in a rhythmic fashion, which entails cycles, structures and patterns with variation and repetition. However, as previously stated, time
as an aspect for information behaviour has previously been overlooked, and this study is one of the first to focus on time and online health information behaviour.

This thesis contributes to theory on several levels. Primarily, it emphasises the temporal aspects and rhythmical nature of online health information behaviour, and that these aspects need to gain more attention within information science. A more thorough exploration of the context, in this case the temporal structures, in which information behaviour happens can have significant theoretical contributions. Given the abundance of theories and models in the field of information science, introducing new ones may, as Wilson (1999) points out, seem unhelpful. However, adding new aspects and layers to existing theories can be beneficial, and therefore the temporal aspects should be implemented in various theories of information behaviour. The findings in this thesis highlights the changing and dynamic context of health and illness, and that people are different during different times. Turning the focus to the temporal aspects of health information behaviour brings new and relevant evidence of rhythmicity for different health related phenomena, and allows us to understand the relationship between time and information behaviour. Dervin’s Sense-making approach already touches upon time as a situational factor, and emphasises the individual as changeable in time-space. The results in this thesis support the notion that time is a situational factor of sense-making, and that people are different at different times. The assumption that natural time and the temporal structures that govern life on earth, affects online health information behaviour, and that this is visible through individuals sense-making, especially in the context of situation in which sense-making happens, can be confirmed based on studies in this thesis. Thus, explicitly adding the aspect of time to the various situational variables in Dervin’s sense-making, can help predict, understand and explain why certain health issues rise at certain times. Breaking down the context of situation, and investigating the temporal aspects of it, allows examining information behaviour from a much more detailed perspective. This in turn can help complement and strengthen theories on health, illness and health behaviour, as well as contribute to public health related matters. Sense-making and the aspect of time can easily be studied with novel data sources, such as search engine or discussion forum data. This kind of temporal sense-making, especially from the perspective of situation, confirms the theory of collective sense-making, and provides methodological aids for conceptualising information behaviour as temporally patterned (Dervin, 2005, p. 28).
Adding the aspect of time to models of information behaviour could also be beneficial, as models are useful in pre-theory stages, and provide aids for understanding a phenomenon (Bates, 2005, p 3). Wilson’s various models of information behaviour all place the user or person in context, but this context is either the user’s life world, environment or role (Wilson, 2005, pp. 32-34). Adding a temporal aspect to this context could be highly beneficial, as users or persons would be seen as less static from a temporal perspective, emphasising the influence of time on individuals.

A growing number of people engage in online health information behaviour, providing vast amounts of data and metrics, which can help advance our understanding of the complex processes underlying health and illness (Bath, 2004). Analysing these behavioural data and applying the infodemiology approach not only reveals insights into the temporal nature of information and communication patterns on the internet, it also complements research and data on public health (Eysenbach, 2009). Applying not only time as an aspect to theory, but also the advantages that the infodemiology methods and metrics offer, can provide researchers in other fields and contexts with new insights into the interaction of time and different behaviours.

### 7.4. Practical implications

Despite some limitations in utilising the infodemiology approach to study online health information behaviour and its rhythmicity, the implications and strengths that a deeper understanding of the rhythmicity and the temporal aspects of online health information behaviour provides outweigh the limitations.

The findings in the studies of this thesis, as well as knowledge about the rhythmicity and temporal nature of online health information behaviour, can aid service design and design of novel social computing systems in creating optimal health information interventions (Huang, 2017). Knowledge of different health related rhythms could also be used to help recognise and target populations or individuals at higher risk of unhealthy behaviours to encourage maintenance of healthy behaviours at trigger times and situations (Huang, 2017). This is highly relevant and challenging in what Erikainen et al. (2019) call the digital era, which is characterised by unprecedented levels of interconnectivity and information access at an increasing speed, spread and dynamism in relation to knowledge and information turnover. The need for contextual understanding of health behaviours is also critical towards the development of what Huang (2017)
calls “just-in-time” interventions, especially for behaviours like smoking and drinking to support cessation or impulse control. Moreover, tools and services for enabling self-care and self-management have been shown to be most successful when their design is grounded in behavioural theories (Mamykina et al., 2015). Providing help for experienced health issues and threats at times when individuals are focusing their attention on health threats, engaging in health related behaviour and in need of, as well as receptive to, support can aid early and effective intervention, which in turn has been shown to be beneficial for positive health outcomes (Lambert and Loiselle, 2007; Wilson, 1999). The advantages of guiding individuals to optimal sources before symptoms get worse is especially evident for mental health issues, namely depression, where identifying early symptoms, such as the evening-worse patterns that is associated with milder depressive symptoms, can have an impact on treatment response (Gordijn et al., 1994; Hasler, 2013, pp. 612-613). Thus, for instance health promotion campaigns and precautionary actions could be made more cost effective by targeting the population at the right time with right and relevant information. This can also have substantial impact on health interventions (Ayers et al., 2014). Discovering and understanding rhythmicity and temporal aspects of health information behaviour therefore has strong potential for behavioural gains, as well as improving both public and individual health.

Recent developments in what has been called the post-truth era, with a growing abundance of misinformation and “fake news” (Lewandowsky et al., 2017; Veinot, 2017) also provides another implication for infodemiology research. As Eysenbach (2011) states, the arrow of causation in information and communication patterns is bidirectional, therefore, the infodemiology approach can aid in creating strategies to ensure that individuals, especially those who do not seek treatment or cannot be reached by traditional means, are provided with evidence-based health information, aid and interventions. The amount of misinformation today is significant, and this can have a negative impact on individuals, public health and society, as for example with anti-vaccination campaigns (Eysenbach, 2011; Lewandowsky et al., 2017).

As noted earlier, longitudinal data have rarely been utilised in online health information research (Anker et al., 2011). This prohibits identifying rhythms and temporal patterns or variations, as the methods usually employed only gather data that provides snapshots of situations in a specific moment in time (Giddens, 1979, p. 202). However, analysing large longitudinal data sets such as the Suomi24 discussion forum data, or search
engine data for an extended period of time, allows the examination of online health information behaviour over time. This, again, can reveal not only rhythmicity and temporal patterns of this behaviour on different time-scales, but even a more holistic picture of how individual interact and behave in relation to their health. Studying and analysing the rising amount of health related digital traces that are left online can even reveal completely new insights for different health trends, patterns and correlations. This is especially relevant for preclinical cases that fall outside the scope of traditional healthcare, or for stigmatising health issues, such as mental health problems, where individuals are less likely to seek professional help.

Another implication that studying rhythmicity and temporal aspects brings, is the possibility to predict and anticipate future change in health, as well as discontinuities and knowledge gaps in relation to health. Even if this is somewhat limited because of the lack of demographic data, identifying clear and robust patterns and rhythms of health information behaviour can facilitate precautionary efforts within health promotion and prevention (Adam, 1990, p. 75; Ayers et al., 2014).

For methodology, using infodemiology metrics provides a way of avoiding some methodological biases, as it for instance avoids the interviewer bias, whereby what is said during the interviews is influenced by the researcher (McKee, 2013). Much of infodemiology metrics are generated without the involvement or direct contact between the subjects and the researcher. Some data, like time stamps for messages are even generated automatically, making data aggregation and analysis rapid, even enabling real-time analysis using the right tools (Eysenbach, 2011).

As can be seen, the field of information science, and health information behaviour research, has a key role within infodemiology research, by bringing evidence for health related issues that more traditional research methods, such as questionnaires and surveys, have not been able to capture. Turning the focus to time and studying when health information behaviour happens can therefore have far-reaching consequences, also for information science.

7.5. Limitations

Limitations and critical assessment of the infodemiology approach in general, including methods and metrics, have already been presented in chapter 6.1.1. Apart from these general infodemiology limitations, there are a few limitations specific to the studies included in this thesis, mainly relating to reliability and validity as well as data sources that need to be
noted. As already mentioned, participants in internet based studies consist of the segment of the population that uses the internet, in this case for health information behaviour. In all studies included in this thesis, these are restricted to users of a specific search engine, Google, and a specific discussion forum, Suomi24.

For the studies in this thesis that utilise the Suomi24 discussion forum data, a further limitation is that the analyses are limited to one discussion forum. There are other active discussion forums, similar to Suomi24 in Finland, with various topics and objectives, even specifically related to different health and illness issues. In addition to this, some social media sites, like Facebook, Twitter and YouTube, have also become more and more essential for health information behaviour (Zhao and Zhang, 2017). However, from a data access viewpoint, Suomi24 provides all discussion forum data as open data, which allows health information behaviour to be studied longitudinally, dating back to times before social networking sites like Facebook. Furthermore, as already mentioned, the Suomi24 discussion forum is still the largest and most popular discussion forum in Finland (FIAM, 2018). Another limiting factor is that analysis is limited to posted messages only, while all online forum readers who do not engage in message posting fall outside the scope of analysis. However, as most site visitors to the Suomi24 discussion forum arrive from Google searches (Lagus et al., 2016), studies I and II could very well be seen as complementing this gap.

From a selection bias standpoint, the use of Google Trends data does not present a similar problem, as Google is clearly the most used search engine in Finland, with a market share of ninety-seven percent in 2019 (StatCounter, 2019). A key limitation with the use of Google Trends data and database, is the lack of detailed methodological information on how Google Trends generates search data and the specific algorithms utilised to analyse search queries (Nuti et al., 2014).

7.6. Further research

Research conducted for this thesis has merely answered a few limited questions on the temporal aspects of health information behaviour. As most temporal aspects of health information behaviour, or information behaviour in general have been overlooked, further research on this topic is not difficult to identify. In general, the data and methods utilised in the research for this thesis could be adopted to study many different phenomena within information science, also outside the context of health.
All studies in this thesis concentrate on analysing online health information behaviour on previous happenings. Applying and combining the metrics utilised in this study to infoveillance research, or real-time surveillance, could provide an extensive index on different health related matters in Finland to supplement public health surveillance in order to identify early warning signals. Identifying clear temporal patterns of health information behaviour also facilitates the prediction of the future, and allowing precautionary efforts (Adam, 1990, pp. 74-75). This could be particularly fruitful for stigmatising health issues, such as depression, or other matters related to mental health, where help seeking from professionals is low, and early or timely optimal intervention has been shown to be of relevance in treatment response (Ayers et al., 2014b; Gordijn et al., 1994).

When analysing search engine data, more variables, such as more and different search queries, as well as varying geographical locations, could be added to the scope of analysis. This could not only give more comprehensive results, but would also allow comparing similarities in temporal trends and variations between different health related issues for different geographical locations.

A potential pathway for future studies utilising the Suomi24 data could also be utilising novel language processing, sentiment analysis or machine learning, to analyse the language or the emotional tone in textual messages, discover themes or classify topics in the messages, obtain indicators on changes over time, or detect emotions such as fear, or expressed peer-support (Ahmed et al., 2018; Biyani et al., 2014; Dredze and Paul, 2014; Eysenbach, 2009). This could help identify, measure and detect various health related symptoms and issues expressed in messages on discussion forums. Such research could also help construct early detection systems for various social media services and platforms on the internet.

One very specific, but particularly interesting, phenomenon that should be examined more meticulously is the anomaly of higher rate of replies for depression related messages in the Suomi24 depression sub-category, as identified in Study III. Here qualitative research methods have the potential to find an explanation and help shed some light on this interesting phenomenon. Identifying similar anomalies in the discussion forum in general would also be interesting.

The Suomi24 dataset is overall extremely extensive and longitudinal, and contains other topics besides health that could be useful and relevant to analyse from a time perspective. Broadening the scope of research to other
topics and subjects discussed in the Suomi24 forum could also provide useful insights into the temporal variations of information behaviour on topics unrelated to health. More generally, conducting content analysis on the messages posted in the Suomi24 discussion forum would be useful, in order to investigate message content and how content varies and differs during different timescales. A categorisation of messages into, for instance, information needs and information sharing could also provide insights into the rhythmicity and temporal variations of more specific online health information behaviour. Applying more variables, such as geolocation in the case of Google Trends data, thread title or view count in the case of Suomi24 data, to the scope of analysis could also yield new insights that have previously been unidentified.

Studying information prevalence, or what is published on the internet, versus disease incidence for some of the health issues could also be useful to illustrate or point out information deficits for the topics in question. Conducting qualitative research on, for instance, different social media platforms could reveal how and what users communicate about different health related issues, such as disease outbreaks (Ahmed et al., 2019). A more extensive coverage or organising of high quality information would be especially useful for emerging health related issues, which have a high disease burden, and where early intervention could have substantial impact (Ahmed et al., 2019; Eysenbach, 2009).

As more and more health related data are being produced on a myriad of digital platforms, a future opportunity could lie in utilising all digital traces to establish an effective, reliable health prediction index for different health related issues and emergencies.
8. Conclusions

Rhythms and temporal variations govern all aspects of life and behaviours within. As has been shown, this is also the case for online health information behaviour. The clear and robust rhythmical patterns and variations relating to different health related issues identifiable in both search engine as well as discussion forum data show that neither health nor the situations within sense-making are static processes. Individuals face health related knowledge gaps at different times, but when studied from a collective perspective with the infodemiology approach and metrics, patterns of rhythmicity, as well as temporal variations, emerge. As stated in the beginning, rhythmicity makes life and behaviours predictable, and provides a window to the future. These patterns and variations can have practical implications for many disciplines, and the approach itself can have far-reaching consequences, especially in an era where individuals are expected, and provided by an abundance of digital means, to take greater responsibility for their health. As the barriers to study rhythmicity information behaviour on different time-scales have been reduced, the temporal aspects of all information behaviour, and the focus on when should be taken into consideration. Researchers who fail to attend to the rhythmical nature, or temporal issues of health information behaviour run the risk of missing significant contextual dimensions on both individual and collective levels. The field of information science, and health information behaviour research in particular, have a significant role in infodemiology, by providing both behavioural data and evidence for health related issues that traditional research has been unable to capture, or has overlooked. Focusing on time and studying when online health information behaviour happens can thus have important value for a deeper understanding of health and its behavioural aspects.
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Infodemiology

Studying rhythmicity in online health information behaviour

This thesis examines the rhythmicity and temporal variations of online health information behaviour. These aspects are of great significance, as health is a dynamic process bound by rhythmicity and temporal structures. Today a majority of health information behaviour happens online, leaving vast amounts of digital traces behind. Aggregating and analysing these digital traces to study online health behaviours has been dubbed infodemiology, and is rooted in the idea that there is a relationship between population health on one hand, and information and communication patterns on the internet, on the other. Utilizing the infodemiology approach not only allows us to gain insights into new contextual aspects of online health information behaviour, it also allows us to understand the multidimensional relationship between time and health.